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..c nTPTRIGT CREDITJLMl-BENE5IS_emJE^^

1.1 Genesis of the Lead Bank Scheme
after the introduction of social control on the

r=i.l ».n" 1" """
. .t.dv ,™„p «...=.d »v I.t.

.,.9 for ,=r.a,.t,n, t». F.».
,„r th. of S==l.l Obi.=ti...-. Th.y
U,K.., tK. .nd'.o.n, in t»
.„dl.„ .y.... -d .o«..t.d .ol""'
„.otlfl.d t.. r„lon.l .„d T.. -i.. or-dit ,.P.
..„d.d tP. .,..n.Ion o, .d.0O.t. or.dit .t r„.oP.01.
to tP. oMloitod ..otor. .nd ,o. th. O....U d.v..op..Pl o,
banking on the basis of local conditions.

The idea.was to assign to each bank a district to act
a pace-setter, so that detailed plans for the development
credit and banking could be framed by the. on the bas.s
local conditions. In pursuance of this approach it

recommended that District Plans should be prepared
banking .and credit. »here all concerned elements should be
brought together -(both Development Departments and F.nancxal
institutions,. The group suggested that the District should
be the unit within an area approach as most of the statisti
cal data were available only at the district level. Further
the committee of Bankers(1769, appointed by RBI under F.K.F.
Mariman to evolve a programme for ensuring the spread of



adequate banking facilities in the country also recommended

that each bank should concentrate in certain districts and

lead other banks in the area.

This also synchronized with the efforts to decentralise

planning at the district level for which the P.lanning Com

mission issued detailed guidelines in 1969. Thus the concept

of District Credit Plan assumed added significance in the

context of district level planning . Accordingly, District

Credit Plan (DCP) was thought of as a credit plan to sup

port the' District Development Plan. But unfortunately

District planning could not be implemented immediately for

want of appropriate planning machinery at the district level

as well as the absence of a satisfactory data base. However,

inspite of the lack of district level planning, the lead

Bank scheme was launched all over the country by the end of

1969 through a circular issued by the RBI on 23rd December

1969. '

1.2. Obiectives and functions

The Lead Bank Scheme (LBS) was started with the primary

aim of providing a framework for priority sector- lending to

Financial institutions in consonance with the development

requirements of the District (RBI 1970 a). It was expected

that it would strive towards narrowing the inter regional

disparities and promote even distribution of institutional

finance in the area. Thus it would be a success only when

there is a total development of the area.



The functions of the lead bank were the following : (RBI

1970 b).

1) To conduct surveys, to estimate credit gaps and to

identify growth centres.

2) Survey for banking potential, deposit- mobilisation

expansions.

3) To establish District Consultative Committee for

co-ordinating efforts of financing agencies and

government authorities and to act as the convener.

4) To take up studies of small and marginal units in

blocks or taluks with a view to formulate plans

to be included in block and district plans.

5) To ^arrange regular review of ' credit plan
i

implementation and prepare annual action plans in

consultation with the standing committee of Dis

trict Consultative Committee (DCC).

6) To formulate special schemes for the beneficiaries

to be covered under 20 point programme in /

consultation with state agency.

7) To prepare District Credit Plan on the basis of

existing and expected branch network and other

related matters.



8) To ensure proper co-ordination in the implementa

tion of special schemes such as IRDP, TRYSEH, etc.

With a view to monitoring the implementation of the

lead bank scheme more closely and to ensure that, the lead

banks and other credit agencies are sufficiently involved in

the development process RBI has appointed "Lead District

Officers". Further, various forums have been formed to

discuss issues relating to formulation, implementation and

monitoring the implementation of DCP/AAP like (a) High

Power Committee on Lead Bank Scheme (b) Regional

Consultative Committee (c) State Level Consultative

Committee (d) State Level Bankers Committee and State level

Review Meeting and (e) District Consultative Committee, and

(f) Standing Committee of DCC.

1.3. Genesis of DCP

The concept of planning at the district level for

credit and banking development can be traced to the Gadgil

Study Group's Report the Committee of Bankers Report and the

guidelines issued by the Planning Commission for district

level planning as already stated in paras one and two of

Chapter I. The early lead bank survey reports prepared by

the banks helped immensely the first phase of the LBS viz.

Branch expansion by identifying growth centres. Despite

this achievement, the main focus of the scheme viz., the

liaison role of the lead bank and collective action by all

the agencies, was no where" evident even in 1973. Making



this observation, the Study Group on the Working of the Lead

Bank Scheme in Gujarat and Maharashtra recommended speedy

preparation of DCPs(1973), which were to act as the opera

tional tool of the scheme and infuse energy into the delib

erations of the DCC. On the basis of the study groups

recommendations • the RBI constituted a High Power Committee

to oversee the functioning of the scheme on a continu^^^
basis. With this the LBS entered into its second phase

(1975 RBI).

1.4. Cnncept nf Credit Plan

"The DC? is a . development plan consisting of

tephnically feasible and-economically viable schemes which

can be taken up for financing by financial institutions,

within the existing or marginally strengthened framework of

infrastructure and other facilities" (1975 RBI). It is an

exercise indicating the lines on which credit can be extend

ed in an area in a given period of time, on the basis of the

anticipated demand for credit from existing or development

induced economic institutions for bringing about an overall

development of the district taking into account its natural

endowments, the principal economic activities and their

potential for development, current and pr.oposed development

projects, and felt needs of the people. Thus it would be

comprehensive and integrated in the sense that the various

schemes included in the plan would cover all the major

sectors of the economy depending upon their natural linkages



(1975). It should specifically pinpoint those facilities

whose absence will stand in the way of effective implementa

tion of the plan, so that appropriate authorities can take

immediate action to fill in the identified gaps.

The" DCP in short should be a plan for .each of the

financial institutions in the' area for allocating its avail

able resources among the various types of borrowers in

conformity with the priorities set forth in the five year

plans. A. DCP, therefore, can be regarded as the financial

framework of the district development plan.

1.5. nh-iect-iveR and functions of DCP

The broad objectives of the DCP are the following:

1. Removal of unemployment and under employment.

2. Promotion of Appreciable rise in the standard of living

of the poorest sections of the people.

3. Provision of some of the basic needs to the people

belonging to the poorest sections.

More specifically the DCP involves the following aspects of

planning (1987 Mulmule):-

1. To make critical appraisal of the present level of

development based on a through economic survey of the dis

trict with regard to their physio-geographical conditions

and natural resources with reference to the pattern of

agricultural and industrial activities.



2. To evolve the development strategies conducive to

the growth of the economy of the district in the light of

the resources endowment and growth potential assessed on the

basis of the above survey.

3. to evolve technically feasible and" economically

viable bankable schemes covering all the sectors of the

economy of the district which could be taken up for

financing with immediate effect, within the frame work of

the present availability of infrastructure facilities.

4. To integrate the bankable schemes envisaged under

the District Development Plan. •

5. To estimate the total financial requirements and the

credit requirements in respect of all the schemes under the

primary industries and tertiary sectors.

6. To estimate the availability of. resources from

different sources operating in the district.

7. To allocate the aggregate outlay of Credit Plan

outlay to different financial institutions.

8. To remove the inter-sectoral and inter-regional

disparities by proper allocation of credit, contributing

towards integrated rural development.

9. To draw up the AAP for implementation in

consultation with other banks based on the Annual, phasing of

credit plan by all the banks operating in the district.



1.6.

The main thrust of the LBS initially was to carry out

impressionistic survey for identifying growth areas for

banking infrastructure. Though it was tough and challeng

ing, the commercial banks in a record time produced impres

sionistic survey reports, restructured their organisational

setup, opened branches and commenced financing. They were

able to set up various forums required and usher in an era

of participatory planning.

Inspite of certain bottlenecks that existed the LBs had

to prepare the DCPs. The quality of the first round DCPs

naturally was affected by the severe constraints faced by

the LBs. Though the first round of DCPs varied from bank to

bank with respect to quality, size, methodology and approach

the second and third rounds of DCPs formulated were defi

nitely more -refined and methodologically more coherent than

the earlier ones.

Many studies have been made for evaluating credit

planning and regional imbalances at the national level in

the post nationalization era of banking development. But

similar studies have seldom been attempted for evaluating

the DCP preparation and implementation at the district level

or block level. It is increasingly felt that micro level

studies at more disaggregate levels will go a long way in

identifying the .impediments in the operation of the scheme.



Hence, the present study has been undertaken at the district

level with a view to quantifying the operational and insti

tutional bottlenecks in the operation of the scheme.

The present study is mainly concerned with the various

problems and issues involved in the formulation and imple

mentation of the DCP at Kottayam district in Kerala. It

will be of use in identifying the inadequacies and built-in

constraints in the formulation and implementation of the

DCP. Yet another aspect relates to identification of the

block wise disparities in the implementation of the scheme

which has so far not been examined, although it was what was

aimed at through the DCP in essence.

1 - 7 . The obiectiveF; of thf. stnriv

Specifically, the objectives of the study are :

To evaluate the process of formulation and

implementation of the District Credit Plan.

2. To examine the comparative performance of the co-opera

tive and'commercial banks in implementing the District

Credit Plan.

3. To assess the extent of co-ordination between the

financial institutions and development departments of

the district in formulating and implementing the

scheme.

4. To assess the inter-bank, inter-sectoral and.inter-block

disparities in lending compared to the targets.



1.8.. I.THTTATTONSr

Though attempts were made to carry out the study for a

period of 5 years, comparable data were available only for a

period of 3 ye8i,rs viz. 1985,1986, and . 198"? for the

block wise analysis. Since all the banks could not provide

the comprehensive data required, some of the banks were

excluded in certain years from the analysis. The study

suffered certain short comings in as much as the officers

who carried out the process of formulation and co-ordination

could not be contacted in person due to .change of office.

As only branch wise figures alone available and some of

the branches had their area of operation extending over more

than one block, block-wise computation of figures was a

major constraint. Yet, the identification of these problems

itself throws much insight into the issues involved in the

analysis of the performance of DCP.

10



CHAE^TER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Dihker Rao. K [1979] has pointed out that the second

round of the DCP had stood 'suspended in the air' in so far
\

as their link with grass root plans ie. performance budgets

of the commercial banks and co-operative banks are

concerned. The banks have failed to give much importance to

this^ plan prepared by the Lead bank due to the fact that

the RBI has not given adequate stress to the importance of

their implementation by the banks. He also indicated that

the following problems are still existing (a) Problem of

quantifying the supply and demand constraints. (b) Block

level break up of data relating to the^government schemes,

and (c) arriving at the number of unitsjwhich would require

credit and estimating their credit needs. Further it was

pointed out that even though Lead Bank or Standing Committee

indicated the needs block wise or even branch wise, the

credit institutions considered the shares for the district

as a whole and allocated the same among their branches

without considering the estimates of the Lead Bank or the

standing committee. He also pointed out that where this

did not happen, due to the absence of any institutional

arrangement to plead for the deserving activities and needy

blocks; the Block Credit Plan and the District Credit Plan

have remained generally supply oriented.

11



Hemchand Jain [1980] in his study of the Jabalpur

district found that the Lead Bank was able to make- it

possible for the banking sector to increase the disbursement

of credit in the sphere of agricultural credit. It was also

pointed out that the member banks were not very much serious

about the DCP and the decisions taken in the DCC meetings,

since the lead bank was taken as an advisory body. Further
N

the banks were accountable for their action to their head

offices.

George .K.H [1980] in his study of the DCP in Borsad

Block has found that there was an absence of area planning

at the grass root level taking into account' the infrastruc-

tural facilities. It was also discovered that neither the

financial penetration was adequate nor the distribution

between banks satisfactory in the case of cottage indus

tries, education and rural housing whereas for agriculture

and allied activities it was fairly distributed.

The Kerala State Planning Board[1980] in their study of

the first round of the DCP revealed that there were inter-

institutional disparities in the implementation of the

schemes. The study also showed that there were deviations

in the scheme wise performance. Assistance to small scale

Industry was only 41% of the target set whereas for the

service sectors it was very much above the target. Further

there was lack of adequate coverage of all the areas in the

DCP.

12



The workshop on Formulation and Implementation of the

District Credit Plan[1981] suggested that it would now be

necessary to proceed taluka by taluka and organise regular

business meetings between bank officials and planning and

technical officers of the district, to identify what could

be done and how the banks and the development departments

could jointly work on formulation and implementation of
N

specific schemes.

Mukundan .A.P[1982] in his paper "monitoring of Lead

Bank Scheme" remarked that for the effective functioning of

the scheme there should be monitoring at different phases of

the implementation of the schemes, ie. monitoring of the

policy so that it is acceptable to the implementing agency,

monitoring of the planning so as to see that the DCP and

AAPs are prepared in accordance with the guidelines;

monitoring of the plans through the DCC, Standing committees

and with the aid of data collected under the information

system; monitoring of the Infrastructure, inputs and sup

porting ; services, monitoritig of extension services as the

banks'very often do not have such facilities; monitoring of

monitoring since the success- of the scheme depends upon the

"monitoring forums"

He also pointed out that the development department's

role were not unequivocally spelt out in the plans ie., what

they were supposed to do for the implementation of the

credit pl-an. • Further those in charge of the relevant areas

often do not come to take part in the meetings like the DCC.

13



He also observed that there was an element of distortion in

the figures supplied by the banks and that individual banks

have little say in the matter of policies or procedures with

regard to priority sector lending.

According to him even though the DCCs and Standing

Committees are meeting more or less regularly the agenda
\

notes are not self contained and objective enough to emulate

proper discussions and arrive at definite conclusions. Even

though the Preparation of agenda for these meetings is the

Lead Bank Officer's work, the other participants should

also suggest subjects for discussion, which is rarely done.

Similarly the proceedings are not recorded correctly and the

action points are not highlighted nor followed up.

Abudul Aziz [1883] in his study of the District Credit

Plan in Meerut District found that even though specific

guidelines were issued by the RBI to assess the credit needs

of the weaker sections of the people of the area, many

banks failed to do so. Further the DCP was in certain cases

not sensitive and in other cases over sensitive to the

changes in the cropping pattern of the area and it often

did not cover the whole district economy.

Dinker Rao. K [1983] points out that even though one of

the objectives of the third round is increasing the flow of

credit to the priority sectors, weaker sections and the

deficit areas, the lead banks have little to do in this

connection as the branch licensing is the result of bargain-

14



ing between banks corporate considerations and local

weights,

Joshi. M.K & et al[1984] in their study of the II round

6f the DCP in Haryana state found that the DCP made

considerable impact on the different sectors of the economy

by improving the living standards of the people through its

income generating programmes."Re^hase^ointed out that the
highest performance was in the case of the service sector in

terms of achievement to targets set for lending. It was also

pointed out that there was an element of bias in the financ

ing of certain projects at the cost of certain other
>

projects. Further there was lack of- knowledge about one

another's role in the case of the participants of the DCP.

ie. the role of the financial Institutions and that of the

development departments of the Government.

K.Seshaiah[1885] in his study of the Lead Bank Scheme

in Andhra Pradesh pointed out that there was significant

variation in the target and performance between sectors and

districts. He also found that those districts which

maintained highest position in agriculture in respect of

target & achievement were able to maintain the lead position

in total targets & performance of all the sectors taken

together. It was also found that wide disparities existed

between banks in the implementation of the credit plans.

The percentage of achievement were lower in the case of

those banks with higher targets and impressive in respect of

15



those banks with lower targets-. The study also revealed

that there was lack of co-ordination among various agencies

involved in the formulation & implementation of the scheme

in (i) identification of beneficiaries and schemes (ii)

Delay in sanctioning the subsidies and margin money (iii)

the supply of information (iv) Follow up action on

loans.(v)provision of infrastructure facilities and (vi)

recovery of loans.

D'Mello[1985] suggested that action plans should be

prepared individually for all the blocks on the basis of (a)

the schemes applicable in general to all the blocks based on

indepth studies of representative blocks, (b) schemes suit

able to the needs of special activities peculiar to certain

blocks and urban centres; and (c)schemes undertaken by

specialised institutions.

The .Conference of Chiefs of Lead Banks [1986] held at

NIBM observed that while planning and implementing activi

ties, varying time frames were adopted by different institu

tions involved in developmental activities causing serious

bottlenecks in their planning and implementation. They were

of the opinion that this issue could be resolved if the

concerned institutions/Agencies prepare their plans with

quarter wise break up. They also noted the absence of

guidelines from the RBI for estimating credit demand for

various activities as one of the major gaps in the DCP

formulation. Regarding monitoring it was felt that a focal

point officer, at a senior level should be appointed by the

36
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Government responsible for planning, implementing and moni

toring the entire non credit components ie. infrastructure

facilities necessary for the success of the schemes.

Prasad .A.B[1987] in his study of the Lead Bank Scheme

in Muzaffarpur district Bihar points out that through the

scheme the deposits of the banks have increased

substantially. It was noticed that the percentage of

achievement in SSI sectors and other priority sectors was

commendable. This was especially true for the nationalised

banks. It was also found that lack of perception of the

scheme, the varying responses of the participating banks and

the -Jprogrammatic approach (ie., based on certain predeter

mined programmes which had to be done whether it is suitable

to the area or not, just because it is identified -at the

national level) to area planning had gone to make the DCPs

not come to the expected levels. It was also found that

there was wide disparities in achieving the targets under

the DCP for different banks.

Khankhoji. D.P[1987] in his study of the DCPs points out

that there was no uniform methodology existing for

estimating credit demand for various activities other than

crop loans. This has le*d to over achievement in the tar

gets set under certain sectors. He found that the role of

the Government departments in the DCP formulation was con

fined to provision of data only instead of joining hands

with the lead banks in identifying the critical constraints
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and quantifying the potential volume of activities.

All the above cited studies point to the fact that the

implementation of the DCP at the State level were not as

expected of them. It_ was seen that often the targets were

fixed based on guess estimates. It was also seen that there

was high degree of variation between the districts, sectors
s

and schemes in the performance under .the scheme. But it

could be seen that no study had been made at the district

level, to see how far the inter-block disparities exist in

the implementation of the DCP/AAP, even though they are

mainly meant to identify credit gaps in the blocks and take

measures for an equitable development of each of the blocks.
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CHAE^TER III

M ATK RI AT, AND MKTW

3-1. Definition nf tfirpif? and noncepts:-

a. Lead bank ; The Lead Bank is the commercial bank which

is designated as the lead bank for a district by RBI. In

the present study of District Credit Plan in Kottayam

District, by Lead Bank we mean the State Bank of Travancore

which is the lead bank designated for the Kottayam District.

finanoiffl—Institnti oni=^ : In the study the term

Financial Institutions' refer to commercial banks, and the

co-operative banks.

Distnct—Credjt Plsn -• It refers to the credit plan

prepared by the lead bank for the Kottayam District and

approved in the District Consultative Committee.

• Annual Action PIbh: It is the Annual Plan prepared
by the lead bank as per the directives of the RBI enlisting

the programmes to be taken up during the year.

Other Pnblic Peotor P^nkp: It refers to the nationa

lised banks in the district other than the lead bank (SBT)
and the State Bank of India.

^ Data—and sampl ing procednrR: -

Both Primary and secondary data were collected from (a)
the lead bank, (b) the District Coordinators of the various
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financial institutions and (c) the branches of some of the

financial institutions participating in the implementation

of the DCP. The secondary data relating to the targets and

achievements under the DCP and AAPs, were collected from the

records of the lead bank. As block wise data relating to

advances were not available from the lead bank, branch wise

data relating to the advances were collected from the quar

terly returns maintained by the District coordinators. Where

the district coordinators do not have complete data these

were collected from individual branches of the banks con

cerned. As the proceedings of the DCC and the standing

Committees provide details about interaction between the

financial institutions and development departments their

minutes for the study period was collected for the analy

sis. As this was the only authentic evidence available for

assessing the extent of co-ordination between financing

institutions and development departments.

For the purpose of data collection and analysis the

banks were stratified into five groups; Viz.the State Bank

of Travancore (SBT), The State Bank of India (SBI), Other

Public Sector banks (OPSBs), The Private Sector banks (Pvt.

S.Bs) and the Co-operative sector banks. The SBT was taken

separately as it was the lead bank of the district and had

the largest number of branches. As SBI had the maximum

facilities and infrastructure for priority sector advances,

it was also taken separately. The other Public sector banks

were taken together. Similarly the private sector banks were
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also grouped together for convenience. As the second objec-

'tive requires a comparison of the performance of the Co

operatives and the Commercial banks, the co-operative banks

have been taken as a separate stratum.

In order to assess the degree of co-ordination between

banks and development departments and the nature of con

straints "confronted by the banks, the district co

ordinators were interviewed by using a pretested interview

schedule. Out of the 25 Coordinators 8 samples were selected

from among the five groups of banks. The SBI and SBT were

straight away selected as these two groups, had only one bank

each. From the two Co-operative banks the- Kottayam Dis

trict Co-operative Bank was selected as it gave both short

term (S.T) and long term loans (L.T). Besides three banks

from the Other Public Sector banks and 2 Private sector

banks were also selected at random ensuring that at least a

ten percent representation was there from each strata. The

three Public Sector banks were the Central Bank of India,

Canara Bank and the Corporation Bank. From the private

sector banks the Lord Krishna Bank and the Federal Bank

were selected. The schedule used for the interview is given

in Appendix I.

Apart from the group wise analysis, the performance of

the individual . banks were also examined to see the intra

group variations in the performance of the various groups,

but data relating to block wise achievements were available

only for a period of three years from 1985 to 1987.
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1- For analysis of the data the following teohnig.es
were employed. The achievements in respeot of banks, sectors
and blocks were assessed in terms of percentages" of achieve-
ment to targets.

2. Correlation Coefficient and regression analysis
were employed to test whether the performance of the previ
ous year in relation to the target had influenced the target
for ..the succeeding year as claimed by the banks during the

of interview. This was done by adopting the following
procedure. The index of achievement to targets of the previ
ous year was correlated with the index of the succeeding
years targets over that of the previous year. These two
variables were regressed to see to what extend the perform
ance of the previous year affected the targets fixed in the
succeeding year. Spearman's Rank Correlation was employed to
further examine whether the targets and the percentage of
achievement has any significant relationship.

3. Coefficient of variation has been used to examine
the extent of consistency in the performance under AAPs and

-DCP with regard to bank wise, year wise, sector wise per
formance and block wise performance.

4. Scoring technique was used for ranking the perform-
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ance of the five groups of banks under the different sec

tors. The bank that had cent percent achievement was given

a score of one and those having lesser than 100% achievement

a score less than one based on the percentage of achieve-

ment. The scores were worked out for each of the s'ectors for

all the years and the average score was taken for comparison

of performance.



Results and Discussion



chapter IV _

DISCUSSION & findings

\

V

ftpppAT-^^AT. OF THR PT '̂onK^i^ OF FORHULATJON fk IMHiKMKNTATIOt^—QE
THF T)T?;TRTrT CRKnTT FLAN:-,

One of the functions of the lead bank was to prepare

the District Credit Plan (DCP) and Annual Action Plans(AAP)-

Initially RBI had advised the Lead Banks to prepare District

Credit plans for the Lead Districts through its circular

dated "Dec. 23rd, 1969. The revised guidelines for preparing

the credit plan was issued in 1973. (Mulmule 1985) Later

RBI directed the lead banks in 1978 to formulate fresh DCP s

for the period January"1980 to December 1982 and AAP plan

for each year.CSBT 1987)"'The guidelines were further revised

and the banks were advised to prepare the third round of DCP.

covering the period January 1983 to march 1985 making it

co-terminus with VI Five Year Plan period in February 1982.

However, in persuance of -the recommendations of the Sharma

Committee appointed by the RBI it was decided that AAP for.

1984 should be prepared for the calender year. In the above

circumstances the DCP was terminated by. December '84. In

August 1984. RBI by its circular No.RPCD No LBS 80/1-84

advised the lead banks to prepare AAP 1985 as per a fresh

set of guidelines and the 3rd round of guidelines issued

.(Prasad singh 1985). Again in September 1985, the RBI by

•its circular No..RPCDCT:) No. LBS" Gen 239/65A/S4 dated 28th

Sept. 1965 asked the lead banks to"prepare AAP 1986 broadly

on t?ie existing, pattern pending finalization of the guidc-



lines for the preparation of the fourth round of DCP. As

the guidelines were not ready even by October 1986 RBI

directed the lead banks to prepare AAP for 1987 also. Thus

for the -three years 1985 to '87 only AAPs were prepared

without the formulation of a DCP. What the RBI did was to

issue certain directives from time to time from its Rural

Planning and Credit Department for the preparation of AAPs.

4. 1 Mpthndology suggested for Formulation & Impleinentaticn
of the Third Round of District Credit Plan.

The Methodology for preparing the DCP had been

specified in the guidelines for the third round of DCP

issued by the Rural Banking and Credit cell of RBI in 1982

(RBI 1982). It involved the following stages:

1. The primary task in the preparation of the DCP was to

prepare a detailed block profile. It was to present the

existing position of various socioeconomic parameters,

indicating present level of economic development in agricul

ture and allied activities, industries, infrastructure, etc.

The data in respect of these items were to be had from the

office of the Block and Zilla Parishads. The information

thus obtained had to be discussed with the officials of

various Development Departments at these levels and the

officials of the state level schemes, in order to understand

the problems, and potentialities of the people and the area

in the district.



Ii. The second stage is a review of the implementation

of the previous rounds of credit plans and AAPs. This had

to be done with regard to certain specific schemes. in

detail, so that the impediments to their implementation can

be assessed and corrective action taken. It was also to

highlight successful schemes and the special efforts made

for them (SBT 1988).

3. The next stage is to identify those schemes which

are to be taken up in the district under the Five Year

Plans, with institutional credit in different sub sectors.

The relevant data need to be obtained from the government

departments so that the extent of credit assistance needed

can' be worked out. This had to be supplemented by the data

collected from the blo'ck authorities so that the programs

proposed were related to the specific geographical areas for

the purpose of effecting block wise allocation and directing

governments efforts for providing supporting services.

4. Collection of the block wise break-up of physical

targets under the special programs like IRDF, DRI, Special

programs for SC/ST.

5. The information regarding infrastructure facilities

and the programs already completed need to be collected in

order to identify areas suitable fox- formulation of schemes

and for linking Government programs for providing

infrastructure. The responsibility of different departments

26
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and agencieE for providing the required facilities were also

to be identified.

6. 'The technically feasible and .economically viable

schemes for financial assistance from banks have to be

evaluated for bankability. For this the criteria adopted by

NABARD for the schemes refinanced by it had to be followed.

7. An assessment of the manpower resources of the

financing institutions are to be worked out by collecting

data from the participating agencies. Any assistance

assumed from the Government in this respect needed to be

specially mentioned.

8. Deciding the responsibilities of different agencies

for the implementation of the programme is the final . step.

It should also give a pointer as to the results expected

through the implementation of DCP and AAP in terms of addi

tional production and employment opportunities.

Broadly three main criteria were to be followed for

deciding the sector wise. scheme wise and bank wise

allocation of credit in different blocks in the district.

1. The resource position of the financial institutions

in the District.

2. Potentials for development of the area, and
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3. Past pex'formance of the financial institutions in

respect of blockwise sectorwise and bankwise

achievement.

These three objectives seen in the context gt District

Development Plan should form the basis for the preparation

of the DCP and the AAP of the district.

4.2.Review of the Methodologies followed for the Formulation

of Third Round of DCP & AAPs.

Although the RBI had prescribed specific methodology

for the preparation of the third round of the DCP, there had

been significant differences and deviations in the

methodology adopted by the different LBs. This was

highlighted by O.R. Krishnaswami in his study of the LBS in

Andhra Pradesh. A similar but a more comprehensive attempt

has been made in the present study to review the methodology

actually adopted "by the Lead Bank for the formulation of the

third round of DCP and AAP in the Kottayam District in order

to examine the degree of deviations from the suggested

methodology.

The first part of the guidelines was more or less

followed as the DCP document was able to indicate the

present level of economic development in agriculture and

allied activities, industries, infrastructure etc. This was

based on the figures and data provided by the various devel-



opment departments in the district. The lead bank could not

undertake any survey for want of adequate staff. For

instance. LB section at the Zonal office of the State Bank

of Travancore. had only an additional officer and a

typist/clerk to assist the Lead Bank officer. _It may be

noted -that the potentialities of the district in terms of

credit requirement were worked out purely based on the

discussions held at the meeting of the District Consultative

Committee(DCC) without the assistance of any actual field

level studies or feasibility studies.

Although the guidelines required that the DCP should be

based on the potentialities of the area, in reality it was

found to be based on the schemes already identified and

prepared by agencies like NABARD, DIC, etc. The credit

requirements for them were also fixed uniformly

irrespective of the specific requirements of the area. For"

example in the case of Crop loans, the scale of .finance

prescribed by the NABARD was accepted for all crops

irrespective of the requirements of the particular area

concerned.

The review of the earlier DCP and AAPs were conducted

as per the directions of the guidelines to certain extend.

Iz was found that although the targets were given blockwise

and scheme wise for all the banks, the achievements were

assessed only bankwise and scheme wise. This was a serious

limitation of the review done by the lead bank. As a result.



it failed to show block-wise progress made by the banks in

filling' the credit gap. This evaluation only shows the

extent to which the targets for each of the banks have been

fulfilled for the district as a whole. Since the targets

were prepared bankwise, blockwise. and scheme wise, the

evaluation of its progress has also to be on the same basis

if the exercise of credit planning at the block level is to

be assessed satisfactorily. This alone could bring out the

regional imbalances that were existing in the loaning pat

tern of the financial institutions, because given the over

all targets. it is possible that the same bank may over

finance in one block while under financing in another.

Therefore even if the overall performance of the bank was

seen to be satisfactory, there may be serious sectoral and

inter block imbalances which may be concealed by the present

process of evaluation based on bankwise performances only.

This fear was confirmed when a blockwise and sectorwise

analysis was made (see section 4.5). Thus the review of the

lead bank did not serve the purpose of identification of

inter-block disparities in the deployment of credit for

initiating necessary corrective measures.

The guidelines for the preparation of AAP 1985 .had

required that the outlays for municipal corporation areas

forming part of the district should be shown separately in

the plans. It has also required that while monitoring the

implerfjcntation of the AAP the targets set for the outlying
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rural branches are achieved and that over achievement by
banks within Municipal Corporation areas were not utilized

to make up for lower performance of other branches of a
bank. But it was seen that this was also not carried out by
the lead bank.

The DCP was originally recommended by the Gadgil Group

in the context of introduction of District Level planning

envisaged to be implemented from 1969. Conceptually DCP was

destined to be the plan for provision of credit for the

implementation of the development plan formulated under the

• District Plan. But due to the non-existence of appropriate

District level planning machinery and district level

Statistics", district level planning-did not materialise.

This was. a major built-in-constraint within which the DC?

had to be operationalised. This structural weakness of the

DCP -has to be borne in mind while making any meaningful

evaluation of its working.

In the absence of a District Development plan for the

district, the details about development plans are to be

collected from various development departments in the

district. Even" though theAAPshad to be prepared and

launched at the begining of the calender year, the budgetary

provisions and plan allocations for the year were made

public only by the end of the preceding financial year. To

tide over this difficulty the Working Group on Lead Bank

Scherfie had recommended ^vide para 5.12 of its lepoit)



certain requirements in the DCF'/AAP (RBI 1979). It had

recommended that the various activities to be financed under

priority sector should be shown in two separate categories

as: -

i. On going schemes/programs for which necessary

infrastructure, inputs etc., are available and only credit

in relation to physical programmes was to be provided.

ii. Other programmes.

Details such as the physical programme, economic size

of the unit, unit cost and related particulars (economics of

the scheme/programme) and the areas within the district

where such"activities are to be undertaken will have to be

indicated in respect of all activities forming part of the

programmes in (i) and (ii) above. In regard to the latter

type of programmes, it was necessary to indicate in the AAP

document, the infrastructure facilities, extension services,

inputs, marketing facilities needed for successful implemen

tation etc. Even though this was included in the guidelines

issued for the preparation of the AAP 1985 this was not seen

to be adhered to by the lead bank.

In order to assess the resource availability from

banks. the lead bank should have data relating to the

business budget of each bank in advance. But these were not

available to the bank due to different reasons. While the

budgetting system of banks were based on gi'owth of



outstandings, DCF and AAF related to • annual credit

disbursals. Often when the DCP/AAP's were prepared. these

data were not readily available with the banks. Even those

banks which had these data, were hesitant to part with the

actual figures. Although the gixidelines have stipulated

that the banks should dovetail their performance budgets

with the AAFs prepared' by the Lead Bank, this was seen to be

a difficult preposition. The problem was that some of the

banks • do not have the required staff nor the authority to

make adjustments based on the DCP/AAP. This was pointed out

by some of the banks in the 53rd meeting of the DCC held in

March 1986. The performance budgets for these banks were

prepared by" the Regional/divisional offices. However the

lead bank had .developed a ready made formula for this in the

Kottayam district.

Some of these problems could be overcome to a great

extent if the lead bank had adequate number of personnel

with necessary skills to collect and make use of necessary

data. In this contest it may be pointed out that the RBI

has not stipulated any minimum staff strength for the lead

bank. In the Kottayam district it is under staffed with one

Lead Bank Officer." one additional officer, and a clerk cum

typist. This has made the whole exercise of planning

mostly a collection of arbitrary or hypothetical estimates

from other banks, and collating them into a district level

estimate.



An Interview of the Lead Bank Officer and the District

Co-ordinatoi-s were done with the help of a pre-structured

schedule. All the banks have reported that the main

criterion followed by them was past performance under the

AAPs for fixing the targets for the successive years. This

was tru.e especially for those schemes which do not have a

subsidy component. It was pointed by. the Co-operatives that

they increased the targets based on performance of the last

3 years plus an increase of 20% of the average. In the case

of tlie private sector banks past performance together with

the opinion of the branch manager was the criteria followed

for fixing the targets. The public sector .banks went

mostly by the past performance -and deposit position of the

bank in the previous year.

The effect of past performance on the fixation of the

targets for the succeeding year was tested using correlation

coefficient and regression analysis for the five groups of

banks and for the different sectors (see Appendix VI).

It was seen that except for SBT all groups of banks had

an insignificant coefficient of correlation. Even in their

case it was not a best fit as the regression coefficient was

insignificant. This goes to invalidate the claim of the

banks regarding past performance being the main criteria for

fixation of targets for the succeeding year. This is 'clear

from the graphi depicting the percentage of achievement of

the previous year and the percentage growth in targets of
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GRAPH (4-1 a)

BANK GROUP-WISE GROWTH IN TARGET TO PAST PERFORMAWE.
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SECTOR-WISE GROWTH IN TARGET TO PAST PERFORMAHCE.
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;ie 'succeeding year isee graph 4-1 a & bK

4_3, between Banks and DfiVfilOPIQenlu

Data collected from the Lead Bank Officer and the

District Co-ordinators with the help of a structured

schedule during the interview was employed for the analysis

of this section. The extent of co-ordination between the

financial institutions and development departments were

assessed from the minutes of the DCC meeting, Standing

Committee of the DCC and the Block level Consultative

Committee meetings. In general the following observations

were made in these meetings (1988).

1. The poverty alleviation schemes and other

developmental schemes are extremely good in principle, but

the desired level of success is not achieved due to less

than optimum effectiveness in implementation.

2. The paucity of power and consequent delay in

granting fresh electrical connection for new units under SSI

and Agriculture had slowed down the pace of development of

the district.

3. Representatives of sponsoring agencies under

government sponsored loan programmes should be in regular

toucn with the banks. In the case of IRDP. the VEO is in

contact with the branch managers frequently. However. for

the other sponsoi'ing agencies like DIC(for SEEUyi. District

Employment officer [for Kerala Self Employment Programme).



Kerala State Artisans Development Corporation for SC/ST. the

infrastructure is very poor. As a result of this, very

little follow up was seen to be attempted by these agencies

in respect of the units sponsored by them for financing. It

was pointed out by all the banks covered by the scheme that

often the responsibility of the development departments were

limited only to sponsoring applicants for loans. They had

suggested that for proper functioning, regular and joint

inspection by banks and sponsoring agencies must be made

compulsory. It may be noted in this connection that the

joint inspections held by the lead bank and the DIG in

i'espect of SEEUY was seen to be .very effective (Mohandas and

Rajan Nair. 1989).

A study of the Lead Bank entitled "Recovery of Priority

sector loans support from government machinery and effec

tiveness of Revenue recovery proceedings for recovery of

bank dues" (SBT. 1988) has also endorsed these observations
I

of the banks. It has also pointed out that the co-operation

•received from the block officials for IRDP recovery was

satisfactory. but in thie case of SEEUY scheme the inadequacy

of infrastructure of the sponsoring agency (DIG) at the

Block level stood in the way of fellow up at regular inter

vals. Here the lack of co-ordination was due to the absence

of adequate infrastructure facilities and personnel both for

•the banks and the DIG.

In the preparation of the DCP, the lead bank had



coiiected infornjation regarding the ongoing programmes in

the disrrict and those proposed for the rest of the Sixth

Five Year Flan from the district authorities. But it was

found that no detailed analysis was made to see whether the
, j

programmes proposed are related to the specific needs of the

different spatial units or not. Often the targets were

fixed based on the targets given by the DRDA and the DIG for

the blocks with respect to the various programmes that are

ongoing or proposed to be implemented in the district and

for which subsidy was available. What the lead bank had

done was just to allocate the uniform targets that were

given for the block by the District authorities for each of

^ the financial institutions in the block based on their

potentialities for providing credit. Here no consideration

had been given to the potentialities, of the- block in

allocating the targets for different schemes. This

arbitrariness in fixing the targets for the block was very

much evident in the Oase of lED Programmes. This was also

true in the case of fixing the shares for various categories

like the SC and ST. It was often pointed out in the DCC

meetings that the banks could not achieve the targets given

to them due to the fact that the necessary number of benefi-

•ciaries could not be identified in the area; especially of

th-s SC and ST category. Often the applications forwarded by

DRDA & DIG to the financial institutions were found to be

not suitable for financing. For instance the District co

ordinators of SBI and the Public sector banks had pointed

out that some of the cases referred to them were not viable

3^



and they complained that they did not get enough viable

proposals for financing. Further, frequent changes in the

targets fixed for the various schemes made from time to time

by the government agencies have also made the exercise of

fixing realistic targets difficult. This was also found to

be true in the case of IRDP and Self Employment Programme

for Educated Unemployed Youth (SEEUY). It was pointed out

in the 51st meeting of the DCC held on 23rd Sept., 1985 that

the number of beneficiaries to be financed during 1985 were

obtained only in September 1985.

The lack of co-ordination between development depart

ments and the financing institutions may be seen from the

fact that even though the responsibility of identifying

beneficiaries under the special programmes like IRDP, 20

Point Programme. DRI Schemes, and Special Programmes for

SC/ST etc.. have been vested with the developmental agencies

in the district, banks were rarely associated with the

selection process. While the selection of beneficiaries is

the prerogative of the development departments, financing is

to be done by the banks who are not normally involved in

this selection process. This issue was raised by the finan

cial institutions at the 54th DCC meeting held on 27th June

1986 and the Standing Committee Meeting held on_ 16th June

1986.
%

The participating banks had complained that, very often

the beneficiaries identified by the development departments



were seen to lack the necessary credit worthiness. It was

also found that the schemes identified for many of them were

not viable either due to the unsuitability of the scheme to

the beneficiary or due to area specific constraints

involved. For example it was pointed out in the 52nd DCC

meeting that most of the beneficiaries under the IRDP

scheme were given assistance for dairymen, opening bunk

shops or for opening tailoring shops. The District coordi

nators of some of the Private Sector Banks and Co-operatives

thex-efore felt that some of the areas did not have any more

potential for undertaking any of these trades in a viable

manner. This has been confirmed by some of the studies made

by the lead bank and some of the individual banks. (SBT

1987). Still these schemes were put forward for financing

by the development departments.

The DCC was a forum constituted as per the guidelines

of the RBI. It was to meet quarterly for evolving methods

for exchange of informatipn between banks about intending

borrowers and lending to priority sectors in the district.

Its duties included identification of bankable schemes, and

acting as a clearing house for discussing problems in

financing priority sectors. The minutes of the DCC showed

that these meetings were held regularly as per the guide

line. but it was seen that some of the members of the

meeting were regularly absent. It was seen that 10 DCC

meetings and 4 Special DCC meetings had taken place during

the period September 1985 to December 1967. The absentee
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position can be seen -from the table 4(1).

Table 4(11 Absentee Position in th.^ DCC meetings

Name of the institution No of meeting not attended

United India Insurance

Parur Central Bank

Deputy Director Animal Husbandry

Kerala State Development Corporation

for SC/ST

State Bank of India (Bank of Cochin )

Assistant Development Commissioner

-Kerala State Electricity Board

Planning & Economic Affairs Deptt.

General Insurance Corporation

District Collector

NABARD

Bank of India

District Co-operative Bank

Principal Agriculture Officer

District Industries Centre

District Employment Officer

Kerala Agriculture Development Bank

The guidelines had prescribed the setting up of a

standing Committee of DCC consisting of District Collector,

Lead Bank Officer. Chief Executive of DEDA. two members of

leading and non leading banks. Lead Development Officer of



RBI, General Manager of the DIG. District Co-operative Bank.

Agricultural Development Bank and representative of NABARD.

to discuss various issues relating to formulation and Imple

mentation of the DCP and AAF. In the case of Kottayam

district this committee used to meet only once in a quarter

even though they were supposed to meet every month. This was

pointed out in the 57th DCC meeting held on 27-3-1987 by the

Lead District Officer of the RBI. It was seen from the

minutes of the Standing Committee that during the period

July, 1985 to August 1987 only 10 -such meetings were held.

In all these meetings the RBI representative was not present

even though he is an integral part of this committee. The

other absentees were NABARD which failed to attend 3 of the

above meetings and Federal Bank twice. Although the chief

executive of the DRDA and DIG and the collector are to

participate in the above said meetings, the minutes of most

of the meetings show that often their representatives alone

had taken part in the meeting. This had made the decision

making pirocess prolonged. This was also one of the reasons

for the lack of coordination between the financial institu

tions and the development departments of the government in

the district.

The Block level Consultative Committee (BCC) is a forum

specially constituted by the Government of Kerala for

bringing about better co-ordination between the financial

institutions of the district and development departments in

formulati ng and implementi ng the government sponsored



programmes like lEDF. and Self Employment Scheme for

educated Unemployed Youth (SUEEY). This meeting was to be

convened every month from October 1985 for reviewing the

progress in the block. The minutes of the B.C.C. has shown

that this was functioning as a very good forum in which many

of the local problems in lending were effectively discussed.

Further the presence of Revenue authorities' also at the

meeting, enabled the banks to discuss their long outstanding

revenue recovery cases with them. But it was seen that

even though the said forum was to meet every month, this

seldom was the case. Some of the blocks had only 5 or 8
*

meetings during the year 1987. It was pointed out ..in the

special DCC meeting held on 3-11-87 and the 60th DCC meeting

that many of the banks were not attending the BLCC meeting.

The Lead Bank Officer had time and again requested for the

regular conduct of this meeting and prompt attendance as

could be seen from the letter No. LBO/K/1248 sent by. the

Lead Bank Officer to the District Co-ordinators on 21-12-87.

The recent move to extend the provisions of the Kerala

Revenue Recovery Act to cover bank loan recovery was a

positive action fox- bringing about better co-ordination

between development agencies and banks in the district.

Although this step of the government was laudable no

addition to the infrastructure facilities were provided for

dealing with the increased*work to the department arising

frorij the above decision. This was pointed out in the

Standing Comrfiittee of the DCC held on £6th August 1986. They



had suggested that the recovery position be studied in the

BLCC Comrfjittee and recovery camps be conducted under the

supervision of DRDA.

4.4. Problems encountered in thfi Preparation &
IrriPlerfientation.

The preparation of the DCP and AAP for each district is

to. be achieved by the aggregation of Block Plan prepared for

each Block. The preparation of these blockwise Perspective

Plans required primarily, "data on the existing socio

economic environment of the individual blocks such as

population, land distribution, major activities of the area,

credit demand, availability of credit, skills of labourers

etc. Secondly it will also be necessary to take into

account the market for additional goods/services and

infrastructure facilities available. Here the main problem

was the absence of such data at the block level. Where

community development blocks and taluks cover the same

area. taluk level data could be used. But the Lead Bank

Officer had pointed out that it was not feasible in most of

the blocks. Hence the block level statistics on the area

under each crop, distribution of I'ural. cottage and house

hold industries etc.. were not available. This could be had

only through a survey covering all the blocks. But the lead

bank did not undertake such an exercise due to lack of

personnel.

The returns under the Lead Bank Scheme, which have been
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employed for reviewing the achievements under the DCP/AAF.

submitted by the District Co-ordinators to the lead bank do

not contain blockwise figures. Therefore there is no

mechanism for the lead bank to get any data relating to

blockwise disbursals or outstanding. Even though the

District co-ordinators are collecting these details from

each branch in LBS-3 returns, the District co-ordinators

need submit their returns in schedule LBS-4 which did not

prescribe block-wise figures. This can be resolved by asking

the District co-ordinators to submit the blockwise disbur

sals. This is very much important for planning and monitor

ing the blockwise targets foi- the coming years.

Preparation of banking plan for schemes like IRDP and

Self Employment Programme for Educated Unemployed Youth

(SEEUY) was another major problem. At least conceptually>

each unit to be financed under these programmes have to be

viewed as micro projects and should be included in the plan

only after they pass the test of viability and bankability.

But since the physical targets are fixed in case of each

district and thex-e is dearth of viable activities which can

be financed successfully, it becomes difficult for the

person preparing the plan to find the necessary number of

viable schemes. Naturally the provision made for these

schemes happened to be arbitrary or hypothetical without

much relation with actual requirements. This was discussed

in the 59th meeting of DCC meeting, w?iere it was pointed out

that the 2nd dose of IRDP finance could not be given as the
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nuriiber of eligible persons were below the target.

Yet another problem was the lack of propez

appreciation of the need for Credit Planning by the

officials of Development Departments. Given the obsession

with the achievement of financial targets, most of these

officials, viewed the entire Lead Bank Scheme as a method of

allocation of shares under different government sponsored

programmes among various financial institutions. They were

viewing ' achievement only from the point of view of the

physical targets in respect of the number of beneficiaries

and the amount lent. But the quality of lending was very

seldom considered. Further, the applications received by

banks were seldom evaluated with regard to their viability

in the proposed area. *They only considered the viability of

the scheme in general without caring whether the particular

scheme would be viable for the applicant under the given

socio-economic environment. Moreover, these development

agencies did not have the required staff to undertake a case

by case analysis of' their viability. The need for

strengthening of field staff of banks and government

departments was stressed in the Standing Committee meeting

held on 28-10-1986. It had also suggested the formation of

a Beneficiary Committee as was done by SBI. But the banks

were found to have not accepted this suggestion as no such

forum was constituted.

Another concrete case bringing out the lack of coordi

nation and planning was the frequent changes in the number
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ana the amount of allocation of the sponsored programmes."

uften the changes had to be incorporated into the AAP in the

midst of the implementation phase. This had led to hasty

reallocation of available credit to the other sectors and
r

activities. This was time and again pointed out in the

51st. 54th. 57th, 59th. and 60th DCC meeting and the Special

DCC meeting held on February 1987. Here the lead bank is

helpless in as much as they were forced to reallocate the

shares at the instructions from the government. Further, it

was also pointed out by the Lead Bank Officer that the data

provided by banks and the developmental agencies were them

selves estimates and not based on exact figures. This

naturally made the DCP/AAPs to be more of ^'guesstimates'

rather than realistic estimates.

In conclusion it could be said that the major problem

in the preparation & implementation of the DCP and AAP was

the absence of a District Development plan for the district.

In its absence most of the schemes and programmes were based

on rough estimates. Naturally, most of these estimates

turned out to be unrealistic and the DCP and the AAP

prepared out of this suffer from this inherent weakness. A

better appreciation of the rationale of the DCP from the

development departments could be derived only if a

decentralized system of planning at the district or block

level is introduced. Probably the current efforts for

initiation of district level planning may be very much

helpful in this "•'•aspect.



4.5. INTERBANK INTERSRCTORAT. AND INTER- Fil.onK r)T;^Pf\pTTTF:;-

£<^viev? r.f Annual Artion

The AAP represents the banking plan for the district

Kith special emphasis on the credit outlays required for

different areas in the district for different activities.

The requirement for credit in a district may not necessarily
^ match their credit availability in the district,. Hence

efforts are taken to study the financial resources available

with the banks in the district and make best use of

avdilable funds for meeting the credit requirements, and for

optimising the economic growth in the district. The AAP of

district is to be prepared after considering factors

like priority of activities, infrastructure facilities and

the degree of innovative urge of the public. It is thus

^ expected to specify the right quantity of credit required to

be channelised to the right kind of activities in the right

locations in the district. Such a plan drawn up after

taking an overall view of the resources and requirements of

the district should form the basic document for a balanced

growth of the economy of the district. In spite of these

guidelines and norms, actual flow of funds into various

sectors and schemes in the different blocks show considera

ble disparities. An analysis of the inter-sectoral, Inter-

^ scheme and Inter-block variations in the flow of bank credit

under the 5rd round of DCP in Kottayam . District is

atteriipted below.
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4.5,1. Pevlew «;>f_Annual Action Plan 1963

An amount of Rs. 2,996.93 lakhs was disbursed under the

AAP 1983 which exceeded the target (Rs. 2,544) by 17.8 per

cent (See table 4-2).

Table 4-2 •

SECTOPWISK TARGET & ACHIRVRHKNT OF AI.T. RANKS FOR THK AAP IQR-^
Target Achievement Achievement as % of

target.

Primarv Sector 1819.91 2083.84 115

Agri crop loan(C.L.
Agri. Term Loan(T.L

) '1480.56
. ) 339.35

1535.62

548.22
105

196

Secondary Sector 480.91 290.49 60

Industrial T.L.
Industrial W.C.

266.30

214.61
206.39
84.10

78

39

Tertiarv S#=int.n-r 243.22 622.60 256

Service Term Loan
Service W.C.

199.06

44.16

564.57

58.03
284
131

Coefficient of Variation
Total 5088.08 5993.86

58.23

117.80

For the purpose of analysis banks have been grouped

into 5 categories. It may be seen that there was

significant variation between the performance- of the

different groups of banks (See table 4-3). The private

sector banks and a major public sector bank like State Bank

of India (SBI) could not achieve their overall target for

the year. The performance of the private sector banks were

as low as 58 per cent of the targets. At the other end, the

Co-operatives and the other public sector banks had a very

good performance, ie.. to the tune of 163 per cent and 130

per cent of the target respectively.
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laklsJJ

SISmSlSLJIISmiUQLIlLIHLEStClliIlQOUfiEISIEHSlilJQJISSSILlLJJSEEU

QUIMJiEJfflELIimjiLm

SSCIOES) JGRimiDES SSCODDiSy SSCtOE SgEVICg S8CI08 ' Coefficient of

- Variation (CV)trop Loan Ten loan leri loan Dorking capital Ten loan lorling Capital

JiNKS (C.l) (T.l) (T.l) (II.C) (T.L) (S.C) TOTAL.

SBT 111 91 59 50 360 288 121.15 61.90

SBI 18 275 52 36 293 165 •98.22 88.00

OTHKB P.S.Bms 124 102 10? 593 358 69 130.03 92.10

pvt. SKC. BKS 2i 31 85 131 150 100 58.11 59.99

C0-0PXBATI7ES 126 454 85 0 " 722 — 162.94 —

U1 coi. Bks. 84 96 82 41' 253 131 — —

ALL um 103.7 161.6 77.5 39.2 283.6 131.4 117.8 64.09

Further analysis showed that out of the 26 banks

involved in the implementation of the AAP only eight of them

could achieve the overall targets. These constituted of

State Bank of Travancore (SBT) four Public Sector banks, two

Private Sector banks and a co-operative sector bank. (See
table 4-4).
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labh {-{
Btim!ISLSSCIQ£!ilSLBISTBIBDTIOH OF THI mmmi OP TO

mimm iGBICDLTDfiE SKCONDABT SECTOB SEB7ICE SSCTOB
C.L. T.l. T.L. H.C. T.L. K.C,

TOTAL Coeff. ?ar

SBT 111 92 59 50 360 288 121.15 81.90

SBI IS 275 52 36 293 165 98.22 - 88.00

fiAHK OF BAfiODA 7 95 20 0 1935 250 87.37 179.76

mi OF IKDIA -

44 7 146 631 0 133.80 139.76

CANABA BANK 358 82 171 71 862 73 242.08 116.51

CKNTBAL BANK UO 241 61 45 699 124 173.27 112.45

COBPOBATIOH BANK 0 183 10 0 290 4 74.50 114.61

INDIAN BANK 25 79 129 48 77 6 "72.23 72.57

lOB 68 186 0 34 50 0 30.17 81.75

SYNDICATE BANK 19 68 279 69 '285 143 95.91 79.35

Dfil 159 179 33 22 346 10 108.37 104:58

nJA?A BANK 0 0 55 . 121 12 106 51.57 67.74

m BANK OF IND. 0 28 18 136 9 85 38.72 97.87

BOC 40 27 0 24 70 33 36.05 47.64

BK. OF mmi 0 0 0 2035 117 167 318.80 141.42 .

C.S.BANK 6 16 71 0 312 8 48.40 158.58

DHANALAKSBHI 0 58 35 9 171 226 52.80 93.98

FEDFBAL BANK 51 "42 35 10 154 182 66.00 89.66

NEDUGNADI BANK 0 4 2470 • 0 101 0 330.80 162.71

LOBD KBISHNA 26 39 36 15 131 100 41.25 80.40

FABOe CKNTaAL 17 60 0 6 50 482 38.60 164.17

SOSTB INDUti 6 34 105 8 89 117 37.60 83.27

VYSTA mi 0 18 6 74 80 129 54.29 81.54

Ki m 2326 0 . 722 0 169.00 128.72
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sector wise performance

A certain level of disparity was observed in the sector

wise performance (See table 4-2). It was seen that the

advances to the secondary sector fell short of the targets

(40 per cent). On the other hand, the advances to the

service sector and agricultural sector had exceeded the

targets by 156 per cent and 15 per cent respectively.

Similarly sector wise disparity was also noticed among

the different groups of banks. It is significant to note

that none of the six groups could achieve their targets in

all the sectors uniformly (See Table 4-3). The coefficient

of variation (CV) was seen to be be highest (92) in the case

of the other public sector Banks closely followed by SBI(88)

and the Co-operatives(88). In the case of the private

sector banks it was only 60. This disparity arose mainly out

of the lower than targeted achievement in the secondary

sector. In the case of the Other Public Sector banks this

arose mainly due to over achievement in the service sector

T.L (259 per cent). In an interview, the Lead Bank Officer

and the District Co-ordinators had claimed that lack of

adequate demand for credit was the main factor standing in

the way of achievement of targets in the secondary sector.

They pointed out that certain schemes sponsored by DIG were

not bankable due to their non viability in certain

locations. It may be pointed out in this context that the



lead bank had estimated the credit potential for this sector

based on the action plan prepared by DIG which in turn were

based on the details of units th'at sought provisional

registration with the Assistant Industries Officers' in the

Taluk. Thus no evaluation of their viability was made while

fixing the targets.

Apart from the inter-group variation, intra-group

variations were also noticed. Often the group-wise

variations were seen to be lower. Some part of the •

variations were mutually cancelled- out in the process of

aggregation. For instance the co-efficient of variation for

the Private Sector banks covered by the study had exceeded

100 but when taken as a group it was'only 60. A notable

phenomenon that could be identified amongst this . disparity

was the fact that seven out of the 11 banks were able to do

very well in the service sector while their performance in

the other sectors had been below the targeted level (See

Table 4.3.).

Another set of 7 banks couldn't reach even 50 per cent

of the targets fixed. They were Indian Overseas Bank , New

Bank of India, Bank of Cochin, Catholic Syrian Bank, Lord

Krishna Bank, Parur Central Bank, and South Indian Bank.

The sector wise distribution of banks by achievement

percentages to targets is given in table (4-5). It can be

seen that only 8 banks could achieve the overall targets.

The service sector had the maximum number of banks who could



perform above the targets. The maximum number of banks

performing below 50 percent was in the Agricultural and

secondary Sectors.

mil

X AGE LEVEL/ &6EIC(ILT0BE mmi\ SECTOB SEBVICS SECTOB TOTAL
»0. OF BASKS C.L. T.L. ?.L. II.C. T.L. «.C.

OPTO 50 15 12 15 17 2 10 7

51 TO 75 2 3 5 3 4 I 6

75 TO 100 0 5 1 0 I • 1 4

OTEB 100 k 4 5 { 16 12 8

Nevertheless, a scheme-wise analysis was not possible

as the banks could not provide any scheme-wise break up of

the data. This was due to the fact that no scheme-wise

break up was required as per the earlier guidelines.

From the forgoing analysis of the sector-wise and bank-

wise disparities, the tendency for lending to the

traditional areas of Agriculture, and Service sectors were,

seen to be very much pronounced. The Sub-committee

constituted for the preparation of targets under the service

sector had cautioned about deployment of higher amount of

credit to the traditional areas of the Service sector. This

was also recorded in the AAP document itself(DCF 1983-85).

But- it could be seen fi'om the oVer achievement in the

.s«r]'vice sector that the financial in£tito^iOJIL h&ve not ker't,



this in mind while preparing thfeir performance budgets or in
lending. The District Co-ordinators had pointed out lack
of demand for advances to the Secondary sector as the ma^
reason for this. They often diverted the funds ear-marked
for the Secondary sector to the service sector so that the
overall target for priority sector advances (ie. 40 per cent
of the total advances to go to the priority sector) could be
achieved.

In the preparation and implementation of the AAP, both
the co-operatives and the Commercial banks were actively
involved. But the resource position of the District Co
operative bank ani the Co-operative Agricultural Development
Bank branches alone were taken into consideration for
fixing the targets as well as for calculating the
achievements. The Loans given by the Primary Co-operative
banks and Societies were not included in the AAP targets and
achievements. Thus the priority sector lending s of the
Primary Co-operative banks if any do not come under the
purview of this analysis. It could be said that this had
„ade • the responsibility of. priority sector lending to be
rested with the District Co-operative banks and the
Commercial banks alone. This was a serious lacuna that was
found in the implementation of the DCP.
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The sector wise analysis of the performance of the Co

operatives and the Commercial banks show that on the whole
i

the performance of the Co-operatives had been better 'than

that of the Commercial banks. But the Co-operatives did not

advance any loan to the Secondary sector W.C portion even

though their performance in the T.L portion of this sector

was higher (85 per cent). Therefore the Sector-wise co

efficient of variation was seen to be higher (86.42) in the

case of the Co-operatives than for the Commercial

banks(63.87). It was also noted that the performance of

both the groups were below the targeted level in the

Secondary sector. The performance of the Co-operatives was

found to be very high in the Agricultural Crop loans(126 per

cent) and Agricultural T.L (455 per cent) compared to the

performance of the Commercial banks whose performance . was

below the targets fixed (See table 4-3).

4.5.2 PERFORMANCE OF ANHUAL ACTION PLAN 1984

There were 27 financial Institutions involved in the

implementation of the 1984 AAP. As data from the New Bank

of India, Dhanalakshmi Bank, and the Urban Co-operative bank

were not compiled by the lead bank, the present analysis do

not include the data of these three banks.

The total amount of loans disbursed under AAP 1984 to

the priority sectors was Rs. 3,965.41 lakh which exceeded

the target of Rs. 2,633.01 lakh by 31.6 per cent.
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Tlie data shows that SBT had performed much better than

all other groups of banks. (See table 4.6). Its performance

had exceeded the overall targets by 40.45 per cent. While

the other Public Sector banks excluding SBT and SBI came

second by advancing 39.62 per cent more than their targets.

SBI alone had failed to realise their overall targets. Its

performance fell marginally short of the targets (2.62 per

cent). Thus on the whole the banks vere able to satisfy

their aggregate targets allocated to them.

TABLH-6

SECTOBHISE DlSTfilBDTIOti Of THE PS8CEilT£6E OF ACBISVEKENT TO TARGETS IH EESFECT OF UM
B&KE 6B0DPS DNDEB HP 84.

Bilil/SECTOS AGBICOLTOfiE SECOiiDABT SECTOE SEBVICE SECTOR TOTAL C.?.

C.L. T.l. T.L. «.C. T.L. K.C.

SBT 127 137 205 44 293 100 140.45 57.68

SBI 86 86 73 71 215 459 97.38 93.39

POB.SEC.BANES 161 175 77 51 334 41 139.62 78.39

PVT.SEC.BANES 4< 37 80 £2 315 173' 109.61 90.81

CO-OFEBATIVES 122 297 167 0 74 — 131.16 58.09'

Further analysis showed that eight out of the twenty

three banks alone could achieve their overall target. These

include SBT, four out of eleven Public Sector banks, one out

of the seven Private Sector bank.'s and the two Co-operative

Sector banks. (See table 4.7). It was also seen tViat 6 banks

out of the 23 could not even attain 50 cent of the

aggregate targets fixed fc-r theiri.



Table 4-7

BiHKiflSK ASD SECTOBiflSS DISTEIBOTIOH 0? THi PRBCKHIiGE OF iCHUUMST TO TABGKT
m TES Tm 1984

BiHK/SSCTOB iGBlCOLTOBK SICOSDil! 8ICT0E SIBTICK SKCTOF TOTil
C.L. T.L. T.l. W.C. T.L. «.C.

SBT 127 13? 205 U 293 100 U0.45 57.66^

SbJ 86 B6 73 n" 215 U9 97-3/____93.39_
mi OF BABODi 10 39 39 0 859 ^

mi OF IHDU 0 UO 93 U - 129

CAHAFA mi 450 86 70 0 555 125
Cb"i 129 156 77 25 683 50 U0.« 132.84

COEP. BA8R 765 1658 81 86 U2 U
IHHIAS BAHR 40 248 18 73 257 25
IHDIAS OVEBS.BK 181 108 23 20 119 3
SYHDICATK BAHR 27 84 196 92 287 34

DHIOH BK. OF ItiD.146 214 68 92 209 46

?IJAU BASK -- " 15 0 9 U
BAHl OF C0CHI8. 31 17 1 0 3?' 10

BiHK OF HADDEAI 0 64 8 0 7 0
CATHOLIC ST. BK 54 67 135 225 1017 1380

FEDEEALBAHK. 72 42 48 9 174 16

HKDDHGADl BANK 0 118 14 0 15 0

LOBIl RHISflSA BK 31 53 292 23 20C 11 78.20

PABDE mi. BASK 4 56 255 0 13 75

SOOTB INDIAS BK U 22 152 29 331 145 98.00 ^106.16
VTSTA BASK 0 28 6 6 95 30 43.00 110.68

TO 122 297 -- - 198 0 129.00 42.67

RCCL8B - 154 " " " "
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Sector wise performance:

Out of the total credit of Rs. 3,965.43 lakfi advanced

to the priority sectors, 61.95 per cent went to the

Agriculture Sector, while the Secondary Sector and the

Service Sector obtained 13.29 per cent and 24.68 per cent

respectively(See table 4.8). It could be seen that although

Agricultural Sector had received the highest share in the

total advances(62 per cent), the percentage of achievement

to target was highest for the Service Sector(288 per cent)

and least for the Secondary Sector(86 per cent).

TA6LS 4-6
SECTOR NISI TARGET h iCHISVEHENT OF ALL B&MES FOB m A&P 1984

(AMT U LAKH)

TARGET ACeiE?EI!EfiT PERCENTAGE

CROP LOAN 1635.92 1899.12 116.08 '

AGRI T L 422.95 557.76 131.87

AGEICDLTOBE SSCTOR 2058.67 2456.88 119.33

SEC0NDAR7 SECTOR T L 316.32 375.69 119.7

SECOHDARf SECTOR N C 297.79 151.28 50.80

SECOKDART SECTOR 614.11 526.97 85.61

SEPflCE T L 282.84 • 863.38 305.25

SERVICE ii C 57.17 115.18 21(1.46

SERVICE SECTOR 340.01 978.56 287.80

TOTAL 3012.99 3965.41 131.60

Cofefficient of Viristiot 52.32 .
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However, considerable sector wise disparity was seen to

exist. Jt may be noted that none of the groups of banks

could achieve the targets in all the six sectors. Again all

the groups were similar in their failure to realise the

targets in the secondary sector W.C. In the course of

discussions, the District Co-coordinators claimed that this

situation arose not because of the apathy of the banks in

lending to this sector but due to the general lack of demand

for funds under this sector. If they had considered the

sector-wise credit potential of the area while firming up

the targets such a predicament would not have occurred. The

distribution of banks by achievement percentages under

different sectors can be seen from table (4-9). It showed

that a larger number of banks have achieved the targets in

the service sector followed by the primary sector.

Table 4-9

DISTRIBUTION OF BANKS BY PERCENTAGE OF ACHIEVEMENT UNDER
DIFFERENT SECTORS FOR 1984.

%AGE LEVEL/ AGRICULTURE SECONDARY SECTOR SERVICE SECTOR .

NO.OF BANKS CROP L. T.L T.L W.C T.L. W.C TOTAL

UPTO 50 11 5 9 15 5 13 6

50 TO 100 3 7 6 5 1 2 9

OVER 100

TOTAL

7

21*

10

22*

6

21*

1

21*

16

22*

5

20*

8

23

* Some of the banks do not have targets allotted • to them
under some of the sectors.
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The highest i>ector wis.e variation was seen in the case

of the SBI and the Private Sector banks. This Is evident

from the high co-efficient of variation, which worked out to

93."39 and 90.81 respectively. This high variation arose due

to the low achieveme* u the primary sector (86 per cent)

on the one hand and • very high performance in the . ervice

sector on the othe' ie., 459 per cent for SBI and 315 per

cent for Private Sectcr banks.(See Table 4-6). In the case

of the Co-operatives their performance in the service sector

»as poor on the contrary. The least coefficient of

variation was found in the case of SBT followed by the co

operatives .

It may be further seen that apart from the. inter-group

variations there was also intra-group, inter-sectorial

variations. For instance except the Catholic Syrian bank no

other Private Sector bank could achieve the overall target.

The co-efficient of variation of all the Private Sector

banks taken individually were above 100 indicating the high

inter-sectorial variation. No specific trend in the

variation could be noticed since certain banks have achieved

the targets in one sector while others have done so in other

sectors. Hence the co-efficient of variation for this group

as a whole was comparatively lower. The intra-group

variation in the Other Public Sector banks is brought out

from the fact that out of the ten banks in this group seven

had co-efficient of variation higher than the co-efficient

of variation of the group.
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As in the case of AAP 1983. a scheme wise analysis of
the achievement under the AAP 1984 could not be done in the
absence of scheme wise data. This was due to the fact that
the lead bank had only insisted on sector wise break up of
the advances in the returns to be submitted by" the banks.
This lacuna in the reporting system has made analysis of the
scheme wise advances in expedient.

The review of AAP targets and achievements during 1984
had shown that while targets had been achieved in the case
of the primary and tertiary sectors, the provision of credit
to the secondary sector had been too low. This- only showed
that the package of incentives offered to . the new
entrepreneurs had to be made more attractive so that this
sector will absorb more funds at least in the future. 4.5.3

a£ Annusl tsUsm Plan igs.-s

The total advances of the financial Institutions in the
district during 1985 was to the tune of Bs. 3889.46 ' lakh.
This was. 54.83 per cent above the total target of Rs.
^512.04 Lakh (See Table 4.10). The above data compiled by
the lead bank excludes the targets and advances of four
banks namely the Syndicate Bank. The Catholic Syrian Bank,
The Federal Bank and the South Indian Bank whose data were
not available.. Further it was pointed out by the lead bank
that certain banks had reported outstanding loans instead of
="-tucl advances during the current yearCAAP 1985j.
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A-lt) ,

SKCTOft WISE ACHIEVEMENT TO TARGETS SET FOR AAP 198-J
(AMTS. IN LAKH OF RIWEES)

TARGET ACHIEVEMENT OF ACHIEVEMENT

*AGni. CROP LOAN 1516.8 2336.19 * 154

*AOiU.TEBH LOAN n?.7.89 • .384. :jr. 117. 4

■♦Si3I TERM.LOANS 2^.1.38 335.48 133. 2

♦ SSI -HOBKiNQ CAPITAL 182.95. 242.18 132..4

»TERTIARY TERM LOAN ' 174.57 458.04 • 262,.4

+TEFTIARY WORKING CAPITAL 57.95 132."62 228 .9
. ^ •

^ ^ ~ ^

* TOTAL 2512.04 3889.46 154 .8

— — • ^ ^ ^ " ^ ~

COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION ' 34 . 80

* Excludirig the shares of Syndicate Bank Catholic Syrian
Bank, Federal Bank and South Indian Bank.

The data showed that as in the previous year, the SBT

had performed much better than all other groups of banks.

Its achievements had exceeded the targets by 75 per cent.

The' Co-operatives had advanced 54.29 per cent more *than
the target. The advances of SBI and other Public Sector

banks have exceeded the targets by 18.9 per cent and ^4^4.32

per cent respectively. But the private sector banks

failed to attain"the targets as their actual lending came

:to only 83.1-4 per cent of the targets table 4.11).
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tmi Ml

siciQE USE iiismEiiim Qi III mumsi oi icimussi mubsks ib Esst,ici ei bum eim
HlOtCS USES UE mL

(FIBCEHTtGtlTO tiBGETS)

Billl/S!C!OB iGBlCDLTOEt SECOBDm SICtOB S!B?ICE S8CT0B lOIil \
C.L. T.L. T.l. D.C. !.l. H.C. C.I.

SBT

SBI 65.25 160.32 61.94 115.9i 184.93 699.33 U8.90 [110.19

OTHEE PDB.SEC.BKSU3.80 221.00 91.70 70.99 283.20 61.19" 1U.32 '62.57

PfT.SKC.BKS r " . 87.58 119.43

CO-OPEfiATIVES 160.50 93.89 114.59 276.70

COHH. BASIS 119.70 87.27 74.77 80.40 159.40 135.62

AIL BAKES

162.57 110.76 171.<7 133.13 368.95 210.86 175.00 |48.07
%

79.86 83.14 26.67
I—--

90.57 2026.90 I'' 29 16U1'

! •• 15

154.02 117.40 13? "• U2.40 262.40 228.90 154.83 i)i .

A disaggregated analysis showed an overall improvement

in the performance of individual banks as 14 out of the 22

banks covered by the study could fulfill their aggregate

targets. These include the SBT, SBI, 7 out of the 1*1 Otl er

Public Sector banks» r -t of the 7 Private Sector blanks 8pd

the two Co-opcrij.ti.ve sector banks. The highest percentage

of aggregate performance was for the Bank of Madurai

private sector bank. Here it may be noted that this ^

had just one branch in the district and the target set^ i

them was very meager.

a

^r

In order to examine the relationship between targets land

achievements, the rank correlation between targets and

achievements were woi*ked out. It is seen that lank

correlation came to 0.14 and when the atypical banks w^re
eliminated from t?ie analysis it came to only 0,. 05. , It has
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seen that the rank correlation was non significant, <P<.05) so

it could be concluded that the achievements and targets were

not mutually related (See Table 4.12)
TABLE 4-12

BANK lilSE PEPFOPHANQF IQ TARGETS nWDKR THE ME 1985
vttKv (AMTS. in lakh of RUPEES)TARGET ACHIEVEMENT PERCENTAGE

SBT 746.40 (2) 175.00 (8)

SBI 109.00 (5) 118.90 (14)

B C COCHIN 86.10 (V) • 12.60 (21)

BANK OF BARODA 17.22 (15) 182.80 (7)

_BANK OF INDIA 9.50 (18) 122.90 (12)

CANARA BANK 89.30 (6) 189.80 (6)

CENTRAL BANK 125.10 (4) 114.60 (15)

CORPORATIOI^ BAN 21.40 C12) 58.00 (18)

INDIAN BANK • 26.40 (11) 99.73 (16)

IND.IAN OVERSEAS 19.30 (14) 142.64 (11)

NEW BANK OF INDIA 9.00. (19) 200.00 (5)

UNION BANK 28.70 (10) 225.80 (2)

VIJAYA BANK 14.70 (16) 36.32 (19)

BANK OF MADURAI 6.80 (21) 398.50 (1)

DHANALAKSHMI BANK 20.90 (13) 223.90 (3)

LORD KRISHNA BANK 221.00 (3) 168.90 (9)

NEDUNGADI BANK 7.20 (20) 8.30 (22)

PAFUR CENTRAL 5.40 (22) 16.48 (20)

VYSYA BANK 9.70 (17) 82.68 (17)

KDCB 987.80 f 1) 157.00 (10)

KFC 65. 68 (9) 218.00 (4)

KSLADB 11*1 .6U ( 8 J 121.60 (13)

Note: Figrurtr.': ir^ b -•r.the ranks.
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A sector wise analysis showed that Agriculture had

received Rs. 2721 lakh.- constituting 69.96 per cent of the

total advances, while the secondary sector and the service

sectors obtained Rs. 577.66 Lakh and Rs. 590.66 Lakh

accounting for 14. 85 per cent and 15.19 per cent

respectively of the total advances made during the year.

Though the Agricultural sector had received the highest

share both in respect of target and achievements, the

percentage of performance to targets was seen to be highest

in the Service sector(over two fold, See table 4.11). All

the sectorial targets have been reached even though there

was variation in respect of the percentage of achievements

at the aggregate level.

A disaggregated analysis showed that only SBT could

achieve the targets for all the individual sectors

uniformly. The Agricultural Development bank had done well

in one sector only.

The distribution • of banks according to levels of

achievement in different"sectors showed that the highest

number of banks had over-achieved their targets in the T.L

portion of the Service Sector (13): followed by the C.L

component of the primary sector (11) (See Table 4-13).



TABLE 4-13

DISTPIEUTION QZ BAMS EJ PERCENTAGE OF ACHIEVEMKNT TO
TARGETS I'NDEK DIFFERENT SECTORS FOR 198i r.

% AGE LEVEL/ AGRICULTURE SECONDARY SECTOR SERVICE SECTOR TOTAL
NO, OF BANKS C.L. T.L. T.L. W.C. T.L. W.C.

UPTO 50 5 11 6 7 5 9 4

50 TO 100 3 1 7 3 3 3 . 3
_ ^ ^ ^ ^

lOO&OVER 11 7 8 10 13 8 14

TOTAL 19* 19* 21* 20* 21* 20* 21*

* SOME BANKS DO NOT HAVE OUTLAYS UNDER THESE SECTORS

A group wise sector wise analysis showed that only the

SBT could achieve the targets in all the sectors with a

lower inter sectorial variationC48.071. The lowest inter-

sectorial variation was found in the case of "the Private

•Sector banks but they;could achieve their targets only in

the service sector T:L portion. This indicates that they

have failed to achieve the targets uniformly. Though next

to SBT the Co-operatives have done well highest variation

was noticed in their case(167) due to lower than targeted

performance in the agriculture T.L(93.89 per cent) and

Service sector T.L(90.!) per cent) and astronomically high

performance in the service sector W.C (2026.9 per cent) (See

table 4.10)

The only groups that could achieve the targets in the

secondary sector were the SBT and the Co-operatives. The

SBI could reach the target in the W.C part of this sector

only. The lowest performance in this sector was by the

Private Sector banks in the T.L part (58.891.
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It njay bii; riC'ted that there was intra group variations

apart frorri the inter group variations in the sector wise

performance as. in the previous AAPs. For instance out of

the 11 banks which failed to realise 50 per cent of their

targets in Agriculture T.L five were public Sector banks

and the rest private sector banks. Here it may be pointed

out that all the private sector banks have failed in this

regard, except the Lord Krishna Bank. The inter sectorial

variation of the private sector banks taken separately was

found to be high even though it was low taken as a group

(See Table 4-11 and 4-14). For instance the Bank of

Madurai had a coefficient of variation of 183.00, the

Dhanalakshmi Bank 160.9 and the Nedugadi Bank 112.13.

This anomaly could be explained from the fact the Bank of

Madurai had an achievement of 2045 per cent and the Parur

Central bank had no achievement at all in the- secondary

sector W.C portion and the Dhanalakshmi Bank had an

achievement of 1722.5 per cent in the service sector W.C

component, while the Nedungadi Bank and the Parur Central

bank had only 3.57 per cent and 62.5 per cent only. So

when they are taken together these differences g'='t

partially canceled (See Table 4-14). This high

fluctuation in the achievement percentages of the targets

on the part of the banks indicates that the targets were

not set systematically scientificalJv. It also throws

light on the fact that there was an abserioe of a system to

make the banks adhere to their targets. This . finding is
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strengthened by the non significant rank correlation

between targets and achievements (0.14) (See Table 4-12).

hldtJiil

MJlSLtaiSCmiflSE PISTElBgllQOLtlLESB CKWTAGE" OF ACgII?IHlfliT TP TftRGITS MM AHP I9fi^

Mi CBOP LOAD TEEK LOAN SSl.TL SSI.NC SEBVICE T L SEfiVjCI K Total C.?.

S6T 162.57 110.76 171.47 133.13 368.95 210.86 175.00 48.07

SBI 65.25 160.32 61.S4 115.94 184.93 699.33 118.90 110.19

.B 0 COCBIH 4.06 6.43 44.51 0.00 29.30 10.22 12.60 92.20

BAKK Of 6AB0DA 26.00 31.82 121.76 108.54 1425.38 65.00 182.80 133.80

un or IHDIi 0.00 8.00 204.00 140.00 119.25 0.00 122.90 69.27

mm BANE lSd.6D 606.15 70.16 54.81 263.54 185.36 189.8 88.15

CEHTBAl BAHK 121.31 87.43 58.40 . 53.33 330.83 4.14 114.6 105.56

COBPOBATIOti mi 66.45 5.59 68.85 66.11 86.19 1.30 58.00 73.65

IHDUH BANE 55.65 186.00 77.07 44.75 291.43 4.17 99.73 98.21

INDIAN omms B: 549.56 225.33 181.67 109.39 136.13 6.25 142.64 92.21

m 6ANE OF INDIA 0.00 11.11 330.71 173.44 254.29 67.14 200.00 78.34

D8I0N SANE 257.1 476.80 128.29 18.06 242.54 8.57 225.80 93.61

TIJATA BANE 0.00 310.00 0.00 0.00 48.86 o.po 36.32 102.91

BANE OF HADDBAI 0.00 30.00 28.00 2045.00 153.89 130.00 398.5 183.96

DBANALAESHNI BANE 1.00 23.75 49.75 261.76 409.04 1722.50 223.90 160.94

LOBD EEISHNA BANE 154.60 21.75 92.69 584.29 67.59 458.71 168.90 101.46

NEDDNGADl BANE' 0.00 42.00 0.00 O.OG 9.68 3.57 6.30 112.13

PAEDB CFNTEAL SANE 0.00 40.00 0.00 0.00 24.00 62.50 16.46 45.87

mu BANE 11-OC 10.00 70.71 107.80 118.78 131.42 82.68 71.89

EDCB 160.50 47.04 114.59 276.70 50.50 2026.95 157.00 171.23

ESLADB — 121.66 — —
«... 121.6 •
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find Block wise performance

Further analysis reveals a dismal picture about the

performance in certain schemes. In the primary sector the

least achievement was seen in the Coconut Development

Scheme(34.22) . The only scheme that could achieve the target

in the primary sector was the Rubber Plantation (106.05 per

cent). The reason pointed out for the lower than targeted

performance for Dairy and Goat rearing scheme by the DCC was

the revision of targets by DRDA for these .schemes under the

IRDP Action Plan for the year.

Table 4-15.

Sector wise achievement to targets set under. AAP 1985

" ~ " (Amounts in lakh)
Targets Achievement %' of achievement

X. Agriculture & Allied Activities

1. Minor Irrigation '51.04 50 .28 98 .51

2. Coconut Development. 22.85 7 .82 34 .22

3. Rubber Plantation. 42.17 44 .72 106 .05

4. Equipment loans. 52.92 22 .81 43 .10

5. Dairy. 118.84 54 .69 46 .02

6. Goat, rearing. 6.59 3 .64 55 <•/ A

7. Poultry 22.32 17 .01 76 .21

«. Biogas 41.52 21 .86 52 .65

II .; Small Road & Water Transport operators

1. Bus 60.50 75 .99 125 .60

2. Truck & Mini Truck 42.90 82 .89 193 .22

3. Taxi & Taxi Jeep. 40.00 139 .85 349 .63

4. Auto rickshaw. 38.88 34 .50 88 .73

II] . Education 16.00 7 .97 49 .81

IV. Housing Finance to
Weaker "sections. 4.75 7 .68 161 .68

I

V. Consumption Loans
to Weaker Sections. 5.73 16.89 294.76
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AS scheme vxse data were not available, the analysis of
the secondary sector schemes could not be done. In the
tertiary sector the highest performance was in the Taxi
service Scheme (349.63 per cent,, which got an advance of
Rs. 139.85 lakh. However, short fall in achievement was
seen in the case of education loans and the financing of
Auto rickshaw (See Table 4-15).

Although the AAP targets were prepared block wise. no
effort was made by the lead bank to collect the achievements
in the same manner. Therefore, block wise analysis could
not be done. In the above circumstances branch wise figures
of advances given to the priority sectors we^e collected
from the district co-ordinators of the various banks. Where
this was not available, data were collected from the
respective branches of the banks. But data from "seven of
the banks could not be collected inspite of our best
efforts. Therefore. these banks were excluded from the
block wise analysis.

The block wise disparity existing in the implementation
of the AAP could be seen from the fact that out of the 11
blocks only five blocks could fulfill the overall targets.
These blocks were Kan.iirapally. Kaduthuruthy. Pallom.
Uzhavoor and Vaikom. Out of these blocks only the Pallor,
and Uzhavoor blocks alone could achieve the targets in all
the sectors . Further, it could be seen that the Erattupetta
block had a uniformly poor level of achievement compared to
the other blocks. The performance of this block was below
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TABU 4-16

BLOCKHISK DISTBIBOTIOH OF PBBCKHTAGK OF ACHKIVEKEHTS TO OOTLATS FOB TBK TEAB 1985.

PBIHABT SECTOB

TAB6ST ACHIKVEHKNT

S8C0HDABY SKCTOB

X AGE TABGET ACBIKYESENT

TBKBTIABY SECTGB
X AGE TARGET ACHIEVEHEHT X AGE TARGET

TOTAL
ACHIEVEHEHT 1! AGE

KRATOPKTTA 4,879.0[ 2,423.00 49.66 877.00 392.00 44.70 1,155.00 682.00 59.05 6,911.00 3,497.00 50.60

KTTUMAHOOB 7.046.0( 6,697.00 95.05 1,679.00 844.00 50.27 1,656.00 2,137.00 129.05 10,381.0Q 9,678.00 93.23

KANJIBAPALLY 6,232.0 1 10,100.00 162.07 1,039.00 540.00 51.97 1,707.0( 2,574.00 150.79 8,978.0( 13,214.00 147.18

KADDTHDBOTHT 8,356.0 } 10,203.00 122.10 1,863.0( 886.00 47.56 2,079.0( 2,366.00 113.80 12,298.0 ) 13,455.00 109.41

lALOH T,A39.0 9 6,989.00 93.95 3,973.0 } 425.00 10.70 1,607.0 } 2,668.00 166,02 13,019.0 d" 10,082.00 77.44

HADAPALLT 8,770.0 0 6,703.00 76.43 6,093.0 ] 4,091.00 67.14 3,397.0 ) 5,601,00 165.06 18,260.00 16,401.00 89.82

PALLOM 7,422.0 0 14,134.00 190.43 11,160.0 !) 15,973.00 143.13 4,113.0 D 11,161.00 271.36 22,695.0 0 41,268.00 181.84

PAHPADT 6,769.0 0 4,695.00 69.36 1,377.00 356.00 26.00 1,298.00 1,333.00 102.70 9,444.0 0 6,386.00 67.62

DmVOOB 6,483.0 0 9,743.00 150.29 910.00 ' 919.00 100.99 1,701.00 5,432.00 319.34 9,094.00 16,094.00 176.97 .

TAIKOH 5,148.0Q 5,516.00 107.15 876.00 724.00 82.65 1,041.00 3,274.00 314.51 7,065.0 0 9,514.00 134.66

VAZHOOB 8,100.0 0 6,024.00 74.37 1,772.00 654.00 36.91 1,927.00 3,435.00 178.26 11,799.D0 10,113.00 85.T1

TOTAL 76,644.00 83,227.00 108.59 31,619.00 25,806.00 81.62 21,681.00 40,669.00 187.58 129,944.C0 149,702.00 115.21

Source: data collected froi the branches of rarious banks.
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,;;i; per cent of th- t-arpets in aj] three sectors(oe--

Table 4.IC).

The actual performance in the service sector was seen

to be much above the target in all the blocks except

Erattupetta. Inter-block variation could be noticed in the

percentage of over achievement also; while the performance

of the Erattupetta block was 59.05 per cent, of the targets,

the performance of the Vaikom and Uzhavoor blocks were more

than three fold.

It may be noted that Pallom and Uzhavoor blocks alone

could achieve the targets in respect of the secondary

sector. In some of the blocks like Lalom the percentage of

achievement in this sector was as low as 10.7 per cent of

the targets. The. coefficient of variation was also seen to

be highest in this sector (61.77) indicating the existence

cf block wise disparity. The sector wise disparity is clear

from the fact that even the Vaikom block which had a three

fold achieverrient in the tertiary sector could not achieve

its targets in the secondary sector.

rr.-i-.Df-rstiver. and Commercial Banks

A sector wise performance of the Co-op'eratives aiid the

Commercial banks shows that the performance of the Co

operatives wei'e better irj all the sectors except in the

service sectc'i* T.L. Nevertheless. the coefficient of

vara.?.^ion in the case of the Co-operative were very



rjigh( 167 . 31 ) indicating higher inter sectoriai variatioii.

It could be seen frorij table i4.11) that this very high

variation arose due to the high level of achievement to

target in the service sector. In'the case of the Commercial

banks the coefficient of variation was much lower at 31.

But their performance was below the targeted level in the

secondary sector.

The AAF which represents the Annual.Credit Plan of the

district does not seem to have been' adhered to by the

implementing banks in its true spirit. Though the block

wise targets were fixed after consulting each bank, there

were persisting concentration of credit disbursements to

certain sectors and areas. Here it may be noted that the

special guidelines issued for the AAF 1985 had specifically

stipulated that this type of window dressing should be

avoided at all cost and that efforts should be made to reach

the targets in each of the areas and schemes separately.

This disparity could have been eliminated if steps were

taken to identify the sectors and areas for each' of the

schemes specifically in the AAP itself.

4.5.4 Performance under AAP 1986

In the absence of a District Development plan the AAP

was prepared based on the assumption that the programmes

and projects implemented during the previous year would

continue during I9b6.
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The total priority sector Bdvances of the banks in the

district during' tyie year was Ks. 6021.21 lakh, which was 64

per cent above the target of Rs. 3669 lakh. However, it may

be noted that inspite of specific instructions and training

of banks by the lead bank, certain banks, continued to

report outstanding amounts in the place of advances during

the current year. This was also pointed out in some of the

DCC meetings held to review the progress under the AAP.

A group wise analysis of the performance of banks

showed that the SBT had performed better than all the others

(See table 4.17). Its achievements exceeded the targets by

TABLE Mr
SECTOE WISE DISTBrEDTIOH OF THE PKBCEHTtGI OF mimW TO TABG8TS IH BESPAT OF MAJOR UU mm

' FOB THE AAP 1986

(h percestages]

CBOF LOAM A6BI T.L SSI T.L SSI K.C SEBV. TL. SEEV T.L TOTAL % C.?

SBT 171.90 151.26 171.50 105.88 282.00 221.50 184 33.08

SBl 120.70 74.46 57.19 60.15 155.40 562.70 115 113.7

PCE.SEC.BIS. 195.96 234.00 69.40 27.00' 256.00 68.00 152 69.38

PJT.SSC.BIS. 328.00 122.00 28.00 56.00 152.70 175.60 175 73.64

CO-OFEBATIVE 158.80 172.60 29.30 102.70 114.00 — 15? 48.85

ALL COKiiEBCIAL fi[S 193.00 148.OC 95.00 61.60 197.OC 231.00 168 42.36

ALL BAK^S !7<.87 157.27 90.15 64.74 227.8? 212.87 ....

84 per cent. At the same time the Private sector banks

had an achievement of 75.6 per cent over the targets.

Even though the achievement of all the five groups of

banks had exceeded the targets, it was seen that only If.

out of the 23 banks had lent more than their aggregcite
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ifcrgetL (See table 4.181. Tliese include: SBI . SBT. S

mil 4-18

mi NISE m SSCTOBMISE DISTEIBDTIOd OF m PEFCEKTASE OF ACHIEVEKENT TO TEE TARGETS DHDEI! iAP 1986

CSO? LOiH AGfil. T.L SSI T.L SSI N.C SE6Y1CES

T.L.

SKFYICES

N.C

TOTAL X OF

ACHIEYEHENT

C.Y

SBT 171.90 151.26 171.5 105.88 282.00 221.50 184 33.05

SBI 120.77 74.46 57.19 60.15 155.4 562.70 115 113.7

BOB 6.28 19.00 64.54 179.41 738.30 7.70 143 169.26

BANE OF INDIA -- 131.50 11.20 155.00 23.10 109 89.91

CANAGA BAKK 145.60 2i6:00 ' 66.80 28.90 256.00 171.80 231 75.62

CENTBAL BE OF 18 101.00 132.00 112.00 6.56 154.40 44.90 99 £0.63

COBPOBATION BASE 7.86 745.80 26.10 127.60 154.80 142.40 87 136.53

INDIAK BANE 73.70 276.30 56.50 3.10 '584.20 .00 ,121 120.31

I'OB 466.78 440.60 35.69 17.60 381.20 0.00 181 94.41
J

NEK BANE OF INDIA 0.00 344.00 23.47 00.00 50.3 0.00 35 149.71

STNDICATE BANE 76.00 299.00 37.62 13.49 342.40 105.00 132 95.74

DNION BE OF INDIA S87.67 104.00 162.86 19.00 157.80 8.20 273 123.23

?IJATA BANI 0.00 820.90 58.72 6.75 269.30 00.00 251 128.89

THE BANE OF NADSDEA D.OG 00.00 00.OC 00.00 27.25 00.00 15 --

CATBOLIC ST.BANE. 685.00 109.70 3.40 39.00 166.60 180.90 229 125.99

DeASiLAESBHI BANE 00.00 26.00 13.40 23.60 130.00 121.80 58 91.68

FEDEEAl BANE 312.00 211.80 66.80 36.70 362.00 164.90 228 67.47

NEDDNGADI Bt 00.00 44.00 30.00 00.00 52.00 2.80 31 67.10

LOED EEISHHA BE 395.50 7.90 56.01} 485.90 25.00 524.00 229 98.15

?km CENTBAL BANE 00.00 21.30 00.00 00.00 8.00 9.00 13 58.02

SOOTH INDIAN BE 123.70 71.60 219.00 "^48.30 91.50 89.70 106 56.01

?IJAYA BANI 12.50 35.90 33.00 !3.60 68.80 108.90 52 81.84

ESADP ... 203.00 ...
— 204 —

DCE 158.80 103.00 2S.30 102.70 114.00 • ^ 152 ^ m
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Public Sector Banks. 4 Private Sector Banks and two Co

operative ^ Sector Banks. The highest percentage of

achievement was for the Union Bank of India (273 per cent).

Further the correlation Coefficient worked out in respect

of total targets and achievements showed significant

relation (r = 0.52).

Sf^ptorial Performance

A sector wise analysis showed that, as in the previous

year Agriculture had received a lion's share of the total

advances. It received Rs. 4143.95 Lakh as against a target

of Rs. 2420 Lakh, which constituted 69.77 per cent of the

total advances under the AAP 1986. The percentage of

performance to targets was seen to be highest in the service

sector which had achieved more than double the target.

However, the performance was seen to be very poor in the

secondary sector which could realise only 79.68 per cent of

the targeted advances (See table 4.19)

TABLE 4-19

SFHTOR WTSK ACHIFVKHKNT TO TARGETS OF 1986 AAP
(Rs.IN LAKH) TARGET. ACHIEVEMENT % OF ACHIEVEMENT

AGRI. CROP LOAN " 1920 3357.62 174.87

AGRI. T L 500 786.33 157.27

SSI T C 403 365.18 90.15

SSI W C 295 190.99 64.74

SERVICES T L 441 1004.93 227.87

SERVICES W C 110 234.16 212.87

Co-efficient of variation 42.32

total 3669 5939.21 161.87
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All the five groupE^ of banV.s had uniforidly achieved the

targets in the C.L.. corriponent of Agriculture Sector and T.L.

component of the Service Sector. (See Table 4-17). But all

banks except SBI had achieved targets in respect of T.L.

-portion of the Agriculture sector. At the other end, all 4

groups except SET had failed to achieve targets in SSI T.L

portion.

Further analysis showed that the SET alone could

achieve the targets in all the sectors with the lowest inter

sectorial variation (33.06). The highest inter sectorial

variation was noticed in the ease of SBI (113.70) followed

by the private sector banks (73.64) (See table' 4.17). The

other public sector banks had a coefficient of variation of
/

69.38. -This high degree variation between the different

groups of banks was mainly due to the lower than the

targeted achievement in the secondary sector. It could be

seen that except the SBT and the Co-operatives the other

groups were not able to reach their targets in the secondary

sector. At the same time the private sector banks and the

other public sector banks could fulfill their targets in the

secondary sector T.L only to the extent of 28 per cent and

69 per cent respectively.

An analysis of the intra-group variations showed that

out of the 15 banks which failed to realize the targets in

the secondary sector T .-L. four public sector banks could not

even achieve 50 per cent of the targets. (See Table 4-18 &

4-20) Again 7 out of the IS banks which failed to achieve
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^ the targets in the secondary sector W.C were public sector

banks. It was also noticed that sonje of the banks like New

Bank of India, Bank of Madurai, Parur Central Bank and the

Nedungadi Bank did not make any advance at all in the

secondary sector W.C component. One reason for this was the

fact that some of these banks were located at the

headquarters of the district and being a city the scope for

priority sector lending for secondary sector was found to be

lesser in the urban center than in the rural areas.

Moreover, there were ample opportunities for service sector

advances in-the urban areas.

TABLE 4-20

DISTBIBDTIOH OF MIS BT ?mumi ACglEyMKHT MM DlfriBm SECTORS FOB 1986

-ir

: LE7SL/K0 Of um CfiOP LOAH m. IHDDSTBT smicE AGGBEGiTE
T.L T L N C T L if C PEfifOfiHAtiCE

DPTO 5D X 8 7 10 16 3 11 4

50 TO lOO: 0 2 7 2 4 1 (

IOC X ABOVE 11 u' 5 5 16 11 15

TOTiL 2U 23 22» 23 23 23 23

* SOME OF THE BANKS DONOT HAVE TARGETS FURNISHED UNDER THESE SECTOR

One bank where the Inter sectorial disparities were

very high was the Union Bank of India. This bank had

the highest percentage of achievement to the total

target (273 per cent). But high performance could be

noticed only in the primary and service sectors. The

performance in,the secondary sector W.C for this bank

was not even one fifth of the target (19 per cent).
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Sector, vise variation as shown by the coefficient

of variation was highest in the case of the Bank of

Baroda (189.26) a public sector bank. It was followed

by the Corporation Bank with a co-efficient of variation

of 136.53. On the whole 9 banks had co-efficient of

variation over 100 out of which 7 banks were " in the

public sector.

wise Review

A scheme "wise analysis was made to see whether the

thrust given in advances by the banks were in

conformity with those proposed under the AAP. But this

exercise could not be effectively completed as many of

the bank branches were not maintaining detailed scheme-

wise data. Some of the banks have clubbed disbursements

• under different schemes under "others" category. This

was a ma.ior constraint in the evaluation of scheme wise

achievement.

-However, analysis of the available data shows that

Coconut Development Scheme had achieved only 15 per

cent of the target, followed by Rural artisans (20 per

cent). Here it may be pointed out that the Coconut

plantations in the district are mostly affected by root

wilt disease and the DRDA had identified re-plantation

using disease resistant varieties as an important

activity to be undertaken for financing during 1986 AAP.
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The achievements shows that a crop that covered -21.3

per cent of the gross cropped area of the district got

only K's. 5.12 lakh as advances. This shows that either

the banks were reluctant to finance or have failed to

generate sufficient demand for advances under this

activity. Five of the 8 District Co-ordinaters

interviewed had also stated lack of demand as the main

reason. But this points to the lacuna in assessing the

potential for this activity in the district.

The achievement was highest for advances for

Rubber Plantations and Housing 'for Weaker sections. The

targets were exceeded by more than three fold. Here it

may be noted that Rubber plantations covered 30.8 per

cent of the gross cropped area of the district and it

should have naturally received a higher target. Thus is

may be pointed out that the AAP was not judicious in

allocating an outlay of only Rs. 36.72 lakh i.e. 1.59

per cent of the total target for Primary Sector for

Rubber Plantations scheme (See Table 4-21).
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i ct L>J. C *1 - w 1

SECTUR WISE SCHEME WISE TARGET AND ACHIEVEMENT FOR 1986
(Amounts in Lakh)

1. Agriculture and
Allied Activities

Agri. Crop Loan

Minor ^-rigation

Coconut Development

Rubber Plantation

Equipment Loans

Dairy

Goat Rearing

Poultry

Biogas

Target Achievements % of achievement

1920 .00 3359.97 175

59 .04 123.20 209

54 .58 5.12 15

36,.72 120.80 329

80.,63 75.01 93

91. 95 121.32 132

• 9. 72 4.67 48

28. 64 19.03 66

42. 36 16.34 39

Rubber Based Industries 248.26 111.08 53

Light and General Engg. 109.88 43.16 46

Household and Cottage
Industries 62.90 45.35 43

Rural Artisans 3d. 35 10.69 20

3. Small Road & Water Transport Operators;

Bus 72.60 25.61 49

Trucks/Mini Truck 81.50 119.36 146

Taxi & Taxi Jeep 75.60 227.63 301

Autorickshaw 39.24 71.26 182

4. Education 22.10 5.62 25

Housing finar.n«=.

to Weaker Secti 3.1

G. Cori.^um-&tirjri Loans to
Weaker Section^. 8.25

10.72

9.08

346

Q^,

thrissur



It Hiov b«r seen th^^t in soifie c-f the scbenjea. under

the small scale industries sector the targets couldn't be

achieved. This was mainly due to the failure to generate

adequate demand for these schemes coupled with the apathy of

the banks in lending to this sector. Three banks have

pointed out lack of infrastructural facilities as the main

reason for the low demand. Further it was pointed out by

five Co-ordinators that the banks did not have qualified

personnel for evaluating projects under this sector and for

follow up.

Co-o'peratives and Commercial Banks

A comparison of the performance of the Co

operatives with those of the commercial bank showed that on

the whole the performance of the commercial banks were

better. It was seen that while the co-operatives had an

achievement of 57 per cent over the target. that of the

commercial banks were 66 per cent over the target. In the

sector wise analysis it was seen that the performance of the

Co-operatives were better in the agricultural sector T.L

(172.6 per cent) and secondary sector W.C (102.7 per cent).

While in the secondary sector the performance of the

commcrrcial banks were below the targets fixed for them (see

table 4.17). Again it was seen that the inter-sectorial

variation was higher for the Co-operatives with a co

efficient of variation of 48.86. while for the Commercial

banks' it was lower at 42.36.



Although the AAP targets were prepared block wise

no effort was made by the lead bank to evaluate the block

wise achievement. Further block wise data were seldom

collected. Therefore the present analysis was made based on

available data collected from 18 banks.

The analysis of the collected data showed that

only 6 blocks could attain their overall targets. These

blocks were Erattupetta. Etturaanoor, Kanjirapally,

Kaduthuruthy, Madapally and Ushavoor. Here again, none of

therrj could achieve the targets in all the sectors. It may

be noted that all the blocks have achieved the targets in

the tertiary sector. However, the extreme sector wise

disparities were noted by the fact that, all except the

Vaikom block failed to achieve the target in the secondary

sector (see Table 4.22).

The inter block disparity was seen to be higher in

the Primary sector which had the highest C.V. (53.36)

closely followed by the industrial sector (50.79). It may

be noted that the sectorial variations and disparities have

been ifiUch wider than the variations in aggregate performance

(C.V.r37.87 ) .

Th:£ inter sectorial inter block variation goes to

show that the banks have not made any conscious effort to

achieve the targets. wliich have been fixed with their

concurrence.
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TABLK 4-22

S8CT0H PBIHA8T SECTOfl SKCORDABY SECTOR THKRTIARY SECTOR

X AGS TARGET ACHI8?RIIRNT t AGE TARGET ACHIE?E!!KHT X AGE TARGET ACeiETEHEKT X AGS

mTTDPRTTA 16,012.00 9,953.00 62.16 2,030.00 1,121.00 55.22 2,185.00 9,983.00 456.89 20,227.00' 21,057.00 104.10

ETTDK&MOOB U,872.00 16,080.00 108.12 2,295.00 1,740.00 75.82 2,541.00 4,464.00 175.68 19,708.0C1 22,284.00 113.07

UHJIRAPiLLT 6,900.00 12,056.00 174.72 2,235.001 1,544.00 69.08 3,146.00 12,489.00 396.98 12,281.011 26,089.00 212.43

K&DOTHDBDTHT 18,18T.00 11,371.00 62.52 3,305.0{1 1,486.00 44.96 3,306.00 13,841.00 418.66 24,798.01[) 26,698.00 107.66

ULOH 28,299.00 12,026.00 42.50 4,430.01) 2,261.00 51.04 3,731.00 11,420.00 306.08 36,460.00 25,707.00 70.51

HADAP&LLY 19,346.00 12,379.00 63.98 7,215.01Q 2,345.00 32.50 4,186.00 16,586.00 396.04 30,751.00 31,310.00 101.82

PALLOH 28,299.00 14,365.00 50,76 13,100,00 6,368.00 48.61 8,857.00 18,587.00 209.86 50.256.00 39,320.00 78.24

PAHPADY 17,375.00 8.538.00 49.14 2,360.00 1,359.00 57.10 " 2,697.00 3,677.00 136.34 22,452.010 13,574.00 60.46

DZAHAVOQB 18,738.00 11,187.00 59.70 2,340.00 1,422.00 60.77 2,979.00 17,475.00 586.61 24,057.(10 30,084.00 125.05

VAIKOM 16,351.00 8,373.00 51.21 2,285.1]10 3,668.00 160.53 2,362.00 8,056.00 338.20 21,018.1)0 20,097.00 95.62

12,360.00 63.15 3,475.(10 2,864.00 82.99 3,339.00 10.053.00 301.08 26,387.1DO 25,297.00 95.87

203,954.00 128,688.00 63.10 45,090.()0 26.198.00 58.10 39,351.00 126,631.00 321.80 288,395.

Source: data collected froi the branches of Tarious banks.



While these targets were hypothetical in nature,

without properly linking with the development pattern of the
district, the monitoring mechanism was also practically non
existent. The lead bank and the DCC could not effectively
ensure the adherence to the targets due to the structural
weakness of the scheme.

4.5.5 Pf^rformance under AAP 1937.

Under the AAP 1987 credit to the tune of Ks. 6547.99

lakh was advanced against a target of Es. 4727 lakh to the
priority sectors by 25 financial institutions in the
district. thus recording an over'all achievement of 13S
per cent of the target.

As in the previous year SET had the highest

percentage of achievements to targets (182 per cent)
compared to other bank groups closely followed by the
Private Sector banks (181 per cent.1 . The performance of

the other private sector banks were also satisfactory (121

per cent)(See Table 4-24). The lowest performance seen was

from a Private Sector Bank (Parur Central Bank). The
lowest performance seen from a Public Sector Bank was for
the Corporation Bank. It could reach only 45 per cent of
the aggregate target. The SET a major public sector bank
also could not achieve its targets (92 per cent).
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4 . r . r . 1 tor Analysis

Asector wise study showed that the Agricultural sector

got the highest target i.e. Fs. 31OJ. lakh followed by the
service sector and the industrial sector. But the
performance show that the service sector had the highest
percentage of achievement (148 per cent) while the primary
sector had only the second place (114 per cent). Further it
was seen that in the secondary.sector W.C the aggregate
targets set could be achieved only to the extent of 71 per
cent, (see Table 4.23).

TABLE 4*"23

SECTOKKISE TAKGET AND ACHIEVEMENT OFJ^LL^BANKS^FOE TJE^AAP^1987
- ^ achievement % OF ACHIEVEMENT

1. PRIMARY SECTOR 3.105 4.367. 09 114

CROP LOAN
AGRI TERM LOAN

2.447

658

3 .679.
667 .

66

43

150

104

^ . SECONDARY SECTOR 698 811. 32 71

INDUSTRY T.L
INDUSTRY W.C

403

295

602.

208.

,37

,95

149
71

TERTIARY SECTOR 923 1371 ,.02 146

SERVICE T.L
SERVICE W.C

735

188

1.124

246

.51

. 51

153

131

"" Total 4727 6.647 GC
• ^ V

139

03 0Y
Co-efficient of variation t-L-~
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dotci furth'i'r 'iirt SET CC'Uld 'achievc-

t,h«r targeti" in ail the sectors. The SBi could achieve tVie

targets only in the industrial sector T.L and the service

sector T.L. This is inspite of the fact that it had an

Agricultural Development brancVi exclusively for agricultural

financing. Though tVie Co-operatives could achieve the

target: only in the primary sector crop loans and the

secondary sector W.C portion their inter sectorial variation

was found to be the minimum (29). indicating a more

consistent performance (See Table 4-24). The highest inter'

sectorial variation was noticed in the case of the Private

Sector Banks (76) due to their poor performance in the

secondary sector. It could reach only 6£' per "cent and 46

per cent of the targets' in the 'T.L and W.C portion of this

sector.

Table 4-24
SICTOfi KISE DISTfilBDIION OF Tfl! PEECIIiTAG£ OF iCfllEVEHEliT TO TARGETS Id EfSPECT OF KAJOfi

mi GfiODPS Dm AAP 1987.

(In percecUges)
BA81/SECT0B AGfilCOLTDBE SECOKDAB! SECTOE SER?ICE SECTOP TOTAL

T.L. T.L. K.C. T.L. K.C. C.?.

SB! 2oe 145 126 275 • 143 164 182 31

SBI 67 85 54 121 193 159 92 46

OTBEE P0B.SEC.BIS176.6 81 24 97 164 79 121 55

PVT. SEC. BES 302 117 46 65 214 55 181 76

CO-OPEEATI?ES 107 95 140 72 63 66 106 29

All .CoK. Bh. 199 U 139 135 167 158 ... 32
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It may be r.otea ths" none of the priv-.te sector bar.Kr

had achieved their targets in the secondary sector Ibee_
Table 4-26). Out of the 17 banks that failed to achieve the
^argets in this sector 11 were Public Sector Banks and 7
Private Sector Banks. It was seen froit, table 4-25 that 14
banks could not even reach &0 per cent of the targets in the
SSI T.L. sector. Further, out of the 17 banks that failed
to achieve the targets in the agricultural sector T.L, 8
were Public Sector Banks and 7 Private Sector banks and 2
co-operatives. Within this 9 banks could not even reach 50

per cen"t of "the "targets.

mil <-25
^]g]RTRI]TIQH OF pUHKS BY 0^ ACElFYKHFliT DUMP

str.Tnss m mi

%iGI LEFIL/ AGfilCDLTDfi? SECOHDm SECTOB SKBVICE SECTuE TOTiL
«0. OFBmS C.L. T.l. M-

DPTO 50 6 9 H 9 ^ [
5(! TO 100 3 8 ^ 6 3 2

100 fc aboTe . 12 ' 3-8 9

total 21» 24* 22» 23* 24 • 23i ^^24^^^^
I'SOHE BASES DO KOT BiVE 007LAYS OBDEB TBESE SECTMS

out of the 14 banks that failed to achieve the targets

in the service sector W.C portion 6 were private sector

banks. It could be seen from table 4-21 that three of the

public sector banks didn't give any advance under this
portion of the service sector.
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BtSi: Ii!5i IVI SLCTOt
IIMIIOMLISEJISL

BtSl/SECTOt AGB1C017DBE SECOSIiitI SECT08 SERVICE SECTOB TOTIL
C.L. T.L. T.L. H.C. T.L. H.C.

SB! 206 U5 126 275 164 143 182

SBI 6? 85 ' 54 121 159 193 92

mi Of B&BOD& 10 48 7 90 136 216 45

mi Of mn 56 21 22 62 0 164 71

mm B&iis 3<8 89 26 96 159 166 186

CEKTBa mi fi5 72 28 110 112 129 87

COBFOEiTiOS BAHl 9 34 75 14 63 74 45

IHDUN mi 2BI 124 15 74 3 156 116

106 233 167 2 102 0 184 137

sTHDicm mi 137 66 2 107 97 246 115

DBl 230 . 137 83 323 0 118 170

nJi!A eiliK 402 90 14 36 37 119 99

tilif mi Of ItlD., — 441 263 73 7 39 129

BL OF mm\ 0 0 13 31 32 384 75

C.S.BAHE 5S2 68 53 22 143 160 241

Be&N&l&KSHHI 0 6 — 0.45 0 273 108

FEDEB&L 6m 222 145 73 123 166 252 188

umun mi 0 28 fi U 0 117 38

LOED nism 20S 84 22 34 265 23 138

PABDB CENTBAL — 14 14 9 0 15 11

SODTH mm 170 126 33 81 50 267 156

mu BAKE 30 20 6 40 233 65 59

DCE 107 1 - no 247 66 19 . 110

m • • 80

91
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4. f.. 1fiTialvEii

It was .een that the target under cror loans part was
j j 7+ uftc TV®" 380 1 akVi ifioie

achieved well before the year ended. It wa. K..

than the disbursement during the corresponding peiiod
1966. The target in respect of T.L component of the
Agriculture sector «as also achieved. Aschen.e «ise analysis
showed that the achievement under the head "Minor Irrigation
and "Rubber Plantation" was above 100 per cent; While the
credit absorption under "Equipment loans" was 29 per cent and
under "Coconut Development" was only 10 per cent.
considerable portion of the credit required for Coconut
development is for irrigation facilities like Wells. Pump
sets etc. This has contributed to this incredibly low
performance under Coconut Development." Further there
lack of demand for funds for this scheme under the sub-sector
for activities allied to Agriculture, the credit disbursement
under Dairy Schemes had been 97 per cent and the disbursement
of credit for poultry farm was 44 per cent. The performance
under other activities like Apiary, Biogas and Fisheries has
been below 25 per cent which is quite poor especially
considering the scope for activities like fisheries in the
district.

Credit made available towards T.L for small scale
industries during the 9 month period itself has been over 100
per cent of the annual target. This is a highly encouraging
trend. During the previous years, the credit disbursement to
this sub sector has-not been as good as in 1987. The credit
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L.eer, exceptionally goca lsee table 4-:;').

. T.»Er"STSECTOR/SCHEME TAI^U.ET ^
r"AEri""crop'Loar. 2447.00 2751.43 112 --

366.86 363.59 99
2. Agri. Terni Loan 3g 122.43 106

i .Minor Irrigation 24 99 ^-47 1^^
ii.Coconut Development 95.16 27.3 29

iii. Equipraent Loans 78,12 131.28 168
iv. Rubber B'lantation

. ^ A • 291.44 194.45 67
3. Activities Allied to Agri. 100.15 96.79 97

^ i.Uairy 10*08 0.56 5
ii.Apiary 53.82 24.10 44

iii.Poultry 77.28 10.43 13'
iv.Biogas 16.38 7.87 48.
V.Fisheries

4. S.S.Inds.

i. Rubber bped 123.80 31.45 ^6^.08 73^^ 118-
11 -

iii. Household & qo 62 90 21.41 34
Cottage Ind. —" g gg 33

iv. Rural Artisans 3.^4

Small Road &Water Transport Operators 388 463,. 65 119
i. Bus

ii. Truck/Mini trucK
iii. Taxi Car/Jeep
iv. auto rickshaw

6. Retail Trade 154.40

7. Small Business 33.60

y Prof. & Self Employed

9. Education

10.Housing finance

11. Consumption Loans

Total Tertiary(5-ll) 188.00

Grand Total 2930.OC

88.00
175.80
99.40
15.40

42.19
76.84

183.70

37.17

48

44

185

241

105.37 68 20.80 99.46 478

76.27 226 84.50 171.43 203

16.93 --
127.70 147.04 115

0.01 69.90 3.69 5

34.45 0.71 2

0.50 10.45 6.66 64

199.08 106 735.80 892.64 121

3102.01 106 1797.10 1864.61 104
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As in trie previous ye&rs. the ofi i-aKt 'jf Wurkinp

capital haa been lar b.lo. the expectation. However. the
investment in fixed assets during the year 1967 has been
high as reflected by the high quantum of term loan
disbursed. This is expected to result in a higher demand
for working capital in the coming year. Aportion of this
increased demand could well be met during the last quarter
of 1987 itseit.

As was the case during the previous years, the actual
credit absorption under tertiary sector has outstripped the
targets in the first nine months itself. The major demand
has been for Taxi Cars/Jeeps. Further the credit provided
for purchase of autorickshaw has also been above the
quantum earmarked for the. purpose s can be seen from Table

4.5.5.3. Analysis;.

For the block wise analysis data on advances could

be collected for the first nine'months only. Kaduthuruthy
block alone could achieve their overall targets within the
first 9 months of the AAP. Asector wise analysis showed
that the service sector was able to have a much better
performance. Its achievement was 17 per cent over the
targets fixed while in the case of the primary & secondary
sector the achievement was below the targets. These
sectors could reach only 80 per cent and 60 per cent
respectively of the t-argets.
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mil 4-28

BL0CHIS8 PKRCKRTAGE OF iCHEIYEHgHTS TO ODTLiTS FOR THE TE4H 1987,

BLOCK

PBIHABT SECTOB .
TARGET ACHIKVKHEHT X AGE

SECOHDABY SECTOB

TABGET ACHIETEHEHT % AGE

THEHTIABY SECTOR

TARGET ACHIEVEMENT X AGE TABGET ACHIETEHEHT 1 AGE

KRiTOFKTTi 21,629.00 20,325.00 83.97 2,160.00 1,279.00 58.67 4,436.00 4,602.00 103.70 28,247.00 26,206.00 92.77

ETTDHANOOE 19,931.00 10,047.00 50.41 2,405.00 3,025.00 125.78 4,996.00 4,852.00 97.08 27,334.00 17,924.00 65.57

KAHJIHAPALLT 20,105.00 19,862.00 98.79 1,865.0D1 1,026.00 55.12 4,171.00 3,326.00 79.79 26,141.00 24,218.00 92.64

KADOTSDEDTHT 23,538.00 28,308.00 -120.27 4,OOO.OC1 1,848.00 46.20 5.616.00 7,383.00 131.46 33,154.00 37,539.00 113.23

L&LOH 20,110.00 15,704.00 78.09 3,733.01} 2,369.00 . 64.00 5,086.00 4,860.00 95.56 26,929.00 22,953.00 79.34

MADAPALLY 33,128.00 28,106.00 84.85 7,190.01J 3,467.00 48.;!2 V,7tS.l)n Hri.73 033.00 ^a.in.on 89.79

PALLOK 35,848.00 24,123.00 67.30 14,635.0'0 5,105.00 34.68 13,039.00 19,505.00 . 149.59 63,520.00 48,733.00 76.72

PAHPADY 20,526.00 11,303.00 55.06 1,810.00 1,395.00 77.07 4,697.00 4,568.00 97.25 27,035.00 17,266.00 63.87

IIZHAYOOE 23,976.00 21,136.00 88.16 2,445.0 0 1,397.00 57.14 14,375.00 10,606.00 73.78 40,796.00 33,141.00 61.24

mm 20,669.00 14,168.00 68.64 2,185.0 0 2,165.00 99.06 4,025.00 10,162.00 252.47 26,879.00 26,515.00
f

98.65

YAZBOOB 24,990.00 19,715.00 78.69 3,365.010 1,462.00 43.45 5,786.00 5,387.00 93.10 34,141.00 26,564.00 77.81

TOTAL 264,450.00 212,821.00 80.46 45,813J10 24,560.00 53.61 73,946.00 86.805.00 117.39 384,209.00 324,188.00. 84.38

Source- data collected froi the branches of Tarious banks.
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it was; sefeTi that ihtirt were disparit-ies in t-he

periorrtiance of the various blocks witnin the sectors. The

block wise disparity was higher in the secondary and service

sectors with a coefficient of variation of 40 each, while in

the case of the primary sector the variation was

comparatively lower (24) (see table 4-^8).

4.6 APPRATfiAT. OF THF. PERFORMANHK UNDER THE THIRD ROUt^D QF
riTi^TRTCT CRTi:r)TT PLAN

The third round of DCP originally envisaged to cover

a three year period from 1983 to 1985 was prepared by the

lead bank based on the revised guidelines issued by the RBI.

However "following the Sharma Committee recommendations the

DCP was terminated in Dec. 1983. The period 1984 to 1987

had only AAPs prepared and the fourth round of the DCP was

put into operation only in 1986.

Although AAP's are to be annual breakups of the DCP,

in the case of the third round, there was no credit plan for

the entire plan period. Each of the AAPs were to be

prepared based on the District Development Plan as per the

guidelines issued by RBI from time to time. In the absence

of District Development plan these were to be prepared

accc-rding to the priorities laid down in the national plans

and on going government sponsored programmes for

development. The targets were to be fixed taking into

consideration the above points in addition to the resource

position. development potential of the area and past

pert'ornjance oi the financial institutions".
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A review~of all the AAP-5 together in th. third round
of the DCP «as done to see whether there was any trend in
the inter-sectorial. inter-block, inter-bank variation found

✓

in "the AAP's..

4,6.1. jnt.ftr Seoti'^rTal

on the whole it was seen that the banks were able to
achieve their targets in all the sectors other than in the
secondary sector. Out of the five AAPs studied, the 1986 AAP
alone showed ,a satisfactory level of performance in this
sector. But it was seen that the targets,for all the sectors

•in 198b was lower than the targets in the previous year. It
also showed that in most of the years the performance of the
service sector was more than double the level of targets.
(See table 4-29). The performance of the banks in the
agricultural sector was also above the targets in all the
years.

""Ti'EGHr'r'i'cH'lir'liEGEIS »ICBIIV. TiEGEIS »iCHIET. TiEGEIS_»_WflIH._TiEG!IS _» M
SECTOfiS

CEOPlOiS l.«0.56 105,00 1,635.92 116.00 1.516.80 154.00 1.920.00 lU.^ 2.M^00
iGEI lEEa LOiH 339.35 196.00 422.95 131.87 3Z7.8S

Sr/c In.SS 'I':" lio:« _ uo:«oji2.8;____ _bb.oo___^^
Among the various groups of banks, SBT, Other Public

Sector banks and the Co-operatives exceeded the overall
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targets in all the years(See Table 4-30). The performance

of the Private sector banks were below the targets during

1983 and 1985; while the SBl failed to achieve the overall

targets in three out of the five year (i.e. 1983, 1985 and

1987), inspite of the fact that the targets had been,reduced

in 1985. The highest variation in the percentage of

achievement was noticed in the case of the Private Sector

banks(40.44) and the least variation was noticed.in the case

of the Other Public Sector banks (7.94) (See Table 4-30).

Table 4-30
DTSTRIBUTION OF RROnPS.QF RANKS AnCORDING ACHIEVEMENT

PERCENTAGES DURING THE PERIOD 1983 - 1987

YEAR 1983 1984 1985 1988 1987 C.V.

SET 121.15 140.45 175 184 181.58 15.66
SBI 98.22 - 97.38 118.9 115 92.61 10.84
OTHER PUB.SEC 130.03 139.62 144.32 152 120.85 7.94
PVT. SEC. BKS 58.11 109.61 ,83.14 175.6 180.6 40.49
CO-OPERATIVES 162.94 131.16 154.29 157.2 106.47 14.73

It may be seen from table (4-31) that, in the

agricultural sector crops loans, the SET, Other Public

Sector banks and the Co-operatives were able to perform well

above the targets in all the years.

xm 4-31

BAKE SBOOF MISE iCHIEVEHENT PE&CEI17A6E IH fiELATION TO
TiEGSTS IH BESPECT OF CBOP LOiHS FOB THE PEBIOD 1983-87

•-

mi 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 C.V

SBT 111.00 127.00 162.57 171.90 206.24 23.74

SSI 18.00 86.00 65.25 120.7fl 66.62 46.71

OTHEB PDB.SEC U 124.20 161.41 143.80 195.95 176.65 15.56

A
PVT. SIC. EES 21.49 44.49 63.01 328.00 302.05 88.38

. CO-OPEBATIVES 126.00 122.00 160.50 158.80 106.52 15.84
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It was seen that the coefficient of variation between

^he five .years was lowest( 15 .'6) for Other Public Sector

banks reflecting lower degree of variation than other

groups of banks. It may be pointed out that the highest

year to year variation was noticed in the^ case of the

private sector banks {88.38). It could be seen that the

private sector banks could achieve its targets in the term

1 loans part of Agricultural Sector only during 1986 and 1987.
I

I
>1

In the case of the secondary sector it was seen that

none of the groups were able to achieve their targets

' consistently (See table 4-32). The Other Public Sector banks

could- achieve the targets in all" but one year (1983).

•; • = TABLE 4-32
i BANK GBQUP WISE ACHIEVEMENT PRROENTAGE IN RELATION TO TARGETS IN

-I " . tiESPECT OF SECONDARY SECTOR TERM LOANS FOR THE PERIOD 19R3-R7
i YEAR 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 C.V
I ^ ^ ^

' SBT 59.00 205.00 171.47 171.50 275.06 39.59
7- SBI 52,00 73.00 81,94 57.20 121,40 31.92
I OTHER PUB.SEC BK 107.80 77.98 91.70 69.40 96.82 15 35

PVT. SEC. BKS 85.00 80.66 58.89 28.00 65.33 31.78
CO-OPERATIVES 85.00 167.00 114.59 29.30 246.89 57.61

In the case of the service sector the trend was the

other way. All groups except the Co-operatives could

achieve the targets in the T.L. part of this sector. The

data thus reveals that the over achievement in the service

sector was mainly at the cost of the Secondary Sector, in

respect of all financial institutions other than the Co-
-U,

operatives. (See Table 4-33).
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YEAR 1983 1984 1985 . 1986 1987 C.V

SBT 360 293 368 282 142 28. 00
SBI 293 215 184 155 192 22. 32
OTHER PUB.SEC BK 358 334 289 256 183 2^. 33
PVT. SEC. BKS 150 315 119 152 241 36. 88
CO-OPERATIVES 722 74 90 114 19 127. 94

It was seen that all the groups of banks other than

the Co-operatives have done very well under this sector. In

most of the years the performance was two fold. But in the

case of the Co-operatives the performance was erratic. This

has lead to the high Coefficient of variation for this group

(127.94).

Table 4-34
BANK GRQPF WISE ACHIEVEMENT PERCENTAGE IN RELATTON TO TAPRKTfl

RESPECT OF SECONDARY SECTOR WORKING CAPITAL LOANS FOR THE
PERIOD 1983-R7 •

YEAR 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 C. V

SBT 50.00 44.00 133.13 105.80 125.93 41. 06
SBI 36.00 71.00 • 115.94 60.20 54.13 39. 6
OTHER PUB.SEC BK 59.30 51.75 70.99 27.00 23.88 39. 38
PVT. SEC. BKS 131.70 62.80 87.58 58.00 45.81 39. 47
CO-OPERATIVES 00.00 00.00 276.70 102.70 140.16 9*8. 86

The SBT and the Co-operatives alone could perform

well in the W.C. part of the Secondary Sector in all except

two years. (See Table 4-34). Nevertheless, it could be seen

that the co-operatives did not make any advance at all in

the first two years of the third round under this sector.
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YEAR

SBT

SBI
OTHER PUB.SEC
PVT. SEC. BKS
CO-OPERATIVES

I 0300

1984 1985 1986 1987 C.V

122

275

BK 102
32

137

86

175
. 37
297

110
160

221
76

94

75

234
^ 9 C'

173

85

80

116

95

56

38

49

62

In the Agriculture T.L portion only the SBT could
achieve the targets in all the years. The perforn>ance of the
Co-operatives and Other Public Sector banks «ere also found to
be generally good (See Table 4-35. In the case of the Co
operatives there was high year to year variation found as is
revealed by the high Coefficient of Variation (62).

Thus form the above analysis it was seen that the
Service Sector the performance was about two fold (See Table 4
29). In the case of the Co-operatives high year to year
variation was observed. In the W.C. part of this sector highest
average performance was for SBT. But the year to year variation
as shown by the Coefficient of Variation was high (52.7). It
was also seen that the Achievements of Other Public Sector Banks
in this part were very.much below the targets in all the years.
Discussions with the Lead Bank Officer and the District
Coordinators revealed that the banks were not very much
concerned about the sectorial targets. They had been rather
guided by the aggregate target of 40 per cent of the total
advances to be given to the priority sectors; compliance of
which alone the RBI insisted upon.
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Block wise Review :

Block wise data were available only for three years

19S5, 1986. and 1987. It could be seen from Table 4^36 that

Kaduthuruthy Block alone could achieve the targets in all

the years consistently. The performance of the Vaikom Block

came next to this in as much as their shortage was only

marginal. At the other extreme some of the blocks like

Lalom, Parapady and' Vazhoor could not realise the aggregate

targets in any of the three years. This is a reflection of

the extreme variation in the block wise performance.

However, the data shows that the co-efficient of variation

between the different blocks.had been coming down during the
- j

study period from 39.6 in 1985 to 16.3 in 1987.

TabU 4-36
BLQCg tfisg mnmm ih mmm to tabgets m m pssiqi) 1985-8?

(Figures in brackets are in percentages)
BLOCKS 1985 1986 1967

Srattupetta 3497 (50.60) 21057 (104.10) 26206 (92.77)

Sttuianoor 9B78 (93.23) 22264 (113.07) 17924 (65.57)

Sanjirapallj 132U (147.18) 26089 (212.43) 24218 (92.64)

Saduthoruthy 13455 (109.41) 26698 (107.66) 37539 (113.23)

LaloK 10082 (77.44) 25707 (70.51) 22953 (79.34)

Kadapally 16401 (69.62) 31310 (101.82) 43127 (89.79)

PalloB 41268 (181.84) 39320 (78.24) 48733 (76.72)

Paipady 6386 (67.62) 13574 (60.46) 17266 (63.87)

Ozhavoor 16094 (176.97) 30084 (125.05) 33141 (61.24)

Taikoi 9514 (134.66) 20097 (95.62) 26515 (98.65)

Vazhoor 10113 (85.71) 25257 (S5.87) 26564 (77.81)

C.V. (39.601 (56.0(1) (16.30)



In order to assess the relative performance of the

various groups of banks under the different sectors scoring

technique was used. The performance score of a bank for

each sector has been worked out as the ratio of achievements

of targets. Those banks which have achieved their targets

cent percent naturally get a score of one and those which

failed to achieve their targets normally got a score below

one and the score for over achievement, exceeded one. The

average of the five years was taken as to indicate a banks

overall performance. The analysis showed that in the

Agriculture Sector crop loans the best average performance

score was for the group Other Public-Sector Banks (1.6) (See

Table 4-37),. The SBT was close behind with a score of 1.56.

In the Agriculture Sector Term Loans the Co-operatives

(2.23) had the highest performance rank followed by the

Other Public Sector Banks. But it was seen that the

performance of the Co—operatives was not uniform over the

years as indicated by the C.V (62) (See Table 4-35). But

the C.V of other Public Sector Banks were lower at 38. It

was seen that the SBT had a relatively consistent

performance as indicated by the co-efficient of variation

(11). It was also seen that the performance score was poor

for the Private Sector Banks (0.76) in the primary sector

term loans.
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SKCTQB mi mi GBQPP WISE mmi PKBFOBHtHCS SCOfig

mi G800P CBOP LOAKS AGBI.T.L SSI.T.L SSI.K.C SKBVICLT.L SKBV.Ii.C. OmAll

SBT 1.56 1.33 1.76 1.92 2.89 1.97 1.60

SBl 0.71 1.36 0.77 0.67 2.06 4.09 1.04

OmE PD&.SSC.BSS 1.60 1.62 0.89 0.47 2.61 0.64 1.37

P?T. SSCIOB BAHKS 1.52 0.76 0.64 0.7? 1.96 1.27 1.21

CO-OPEfiATI?ES 1.35 2.23 1.29 1.04 2.04 --- 1.42

In the secondary sector Term Loans SBT had the

highest performance score (1.76) followed by the Co

operatives . The Private Sector Banks had the lowest score

(0.64). In the working capital portion of this sector, only

the Co-operatives achieved their targets and a score of

1.04. The least performance score was seen for the Other

Public Sector Banks (0.47).

In the Service Sector Term Loans all the groups were

having a score of more than one. Further a score of more

than two indicating the very high achievement in this

particular sector. This trend was noticed in the working

capital portion of this sector also.

A group wise ranking for all the sectors taken

together showed a very satisfactory position. All the

groups were able to perform well above their targets. This

only goes to show that the banks have taken care to see that

their priority sector lending on the whole come up to the



level expected by RBI. Here it may be said that while the

RBI was strict in seeing that the total priority sector

lending of the banks reach 40% of their total advances it

was not insisting upon the sector .wise advances. This

together with the limited authority of the lead banks in

making the banks adhere to the target fixed for them has

^ caused these major lopsidedness in lending to certain
A-

sectors by the individual banks.
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OTTAFTER VL

F;r7MMARY Awr> C?0NC?L03IQNS

The lead bank scheme was introduced in 1969 with a view

to assigning each bank a district to act as pacesetters for

development of banking and credit in the allocated

districts. One of the functions of the lead bank was to

prepare the DCP and AAP. The RBI issued guidelines from

time to time for the preparation of the DCP and AAP. Even

though several evaluation studies have been taken up on the

lead bank scheme, no in-depth study at the district and

block level has so far been taken up to examine the various

aspects of the functioning of the DCP and AAP in particular.

Hence an

in-depth analysis of the various aspects of the programme

has been carried out in the present study with the

following objectives:-

1. To evaluate the process of formulation and

implementation of the District Credit Plan.

2. To examine the comparative performance of the Co

operative and commercial banks in implementing the

District Credit Plan.

3. To assess the extent of coordination between the

financial institutions and development departments of

the district in formulating and implementing the scheme.

01
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4. To assess the inter bank, inter sectorial and inter

block disparities in lending compared to the targets.

The study was conducted in the Kottayam district of

Kerala State. The study had employed primary and secondary

data collected from the lead bank and other participating

banks to assess the process of formulation and extent of

inter" bank, inter sectorial and inter block disparities.

The banks were classified into 5 groups and a sample of

eight banks were chosen for detailed interview of its

district coordinators. The data for the analysis in respect

of the banks were collected from each of the bank district

coordinators and in its absence from the concerned branches

directly. The details of targets were collected from the

DCP and AAP documents prepared by the lead bank. The data

from the district coordinators were also collected using a

structured ' and pre-tested interview schedule. Analysis of

the data was done by empl'oying percentages, correlation

coefficient, rank correlation, coefficient of variation,

regression and scoring techniques. Some of the banks were

left out from the analysis as the data pertaining to some of

their branches were not available even with the best of

efforts.

The main findings of the study are as follows

1. The formulation of systematic and realistic DCP was

constrained by the absence of a district development plan.
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2. The lack of adequate coordination with the development

departments on the one side and the absence of a bench mark

survey for the preparation of the DCP on the other had made

the DCP a loose compendium of the development plans

collected from different departments. It was not based on

rational or scientific estimates of credit requirements for

each sector and block as per a development plan.

3. The extent of coordination between the banks and the

development departments were often limited to (a) the

attendance in the DCG meetings and other forums constituted

for the functioning of the lead bank scheme and (b)

sponsoring of applicants for some of the programmes coming

under IRDP and SEEUY etc.

4. The much needed coordination between development

departments and the banks were conspicuous by its absence.

The DCC could not effectively enforce its decisions as the

system of coordination was very weak. It was seen that only

DRDA was involving itself in all the stages of

implementation of the DCP.

5. The lack of adequate staff strength both for the banks

and the development departments to take up the additional

work involved in the implementation of the DCP and AAP was"

found to be another factor which lead to its less than

perfect iraplementation.

6. From the analysis of the DCP and AAP doeument it Wfee

log:



seen that adequate attention was not given for fixation of
targets or In the performance of the the cp-operatlve
sector banks. The primary agricultural credit societies and
the banks and the Primary Agricultural Development banks
were not considered while . fixing the targets for ' the
priority sector lending's of the Co-operatives under the DCP
and AAP. This should not have happened as the Co-operatives
being nearer to the people should have better understanding
of the area and has resources which should be utilized for
the development of priority sectors in the areas of their
operation. This can be ensured only by including them as
participating institutions with definite targets.

7. The analysis of the achievements revealed, high inter
bank, inter sectorial and inter block disparities. (a) It
was seen that the lead bank which is to make an assessment
of the implementation of the DCP and AAPs have never made an
effort to study the performance under the plan in each of
the blocks. (b)The Importance that RBI had given in Its
directives for the monitoring of the scheme's implementation

In the rural branches were not given heed to by the lead
bank. It was seen that only a general monitoring of the
schemes implementation at the bank level was done, (c) Too

much importance was being placed on the traditional sectors
(Service Sectors) even though the sub committee for
preparation of targets had cautioned against this tendency.
(d1 The co-efficient of variation between the primary,
secondary, and tertiary sectors were 58.23 In 1983, 52.32 in
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1984, 34.80 in 1985. -42.80 in 1986 and 23.67 in 1987

indicating the sector wise variation, (e) The co-efficient

of variation between different sectors of the five different

groups were still higher. Thus, the co-efficient of

variation was 83 for SET, 88 for SBI, 92 for other Public

Sector Banks in 1983 alone, indicating the bank wise

disparity. Inter-block disparities as measured by the co

efficient of variation was 39.6 in 1985, 36 in 1986 and

16.30 in r 1987. An extend of decline in the disparities

between blocks were thus noticed.

8. The spearmans rank correlation showed that there was no

significant relationship between targets and the percentage

of achievements under the AAPs except for -the year 1986 when

it was found to be significant.

9- The claim of the District Co-ordinators that past

performance decided the targets for the succeeding years,

was invalidated. Further, it also goes to indicate the fact

that the basic data on which the AAP was made were

arbitrarily taken without any scientific assessment. The

correlation coefficient and regression coefficients between

the percentage of achievement of the previous year and the

growth rate in the targets did not show any significant

relationship except in the case of SET, and even in their

case when regressed, it was found to be not a good fit.
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The high co-efficient of variation between the sectors

for the .different groups of banks implies that the banks

have not bestowed adequate attention for attaining sector

wise targets. The fact that most of the banks have achieved

their overall targets strengthens this conclusion. The

claim of the banks that there was lack of adequate demand

for credit in certain sectors also implies lack of

systematic efforts for credit planning at the district

level. It clearly reflects the adhoc approach for credit

requirement estimate adopted by the DCC and the lead bank

and the inappropriaten'ess of the criteria adopted for

fixation of the targets especially the sector wise outlays.

Hence high degree of disparity was the outcome of

reallocation of the overall targets by banks between

different sectors as per their convenience, discretion and

corporate goals. Hence both the DCP and AAPs turned out to

be more of adhoc estimates which resulted in haphazard

progress in credit deployment.

, . Kfitit is surprising to that no effort was made to collect

block wise data either for preparation of targets or for

monitoring of the block wise performance. Frequent changes

made in the targets fixed for the various schemes by the

government agencies had made the exercise of fixing the

targets under the various government sponsored programmes

difficult. Further, the responsibility for fixing the block

wise targets were given to the district coordination of each
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of the participating banks. Hence they were constrained to
A

fix the targets partly on experience and partly on personal j

Judgements in the absence of a sound and rational system to *

depend upon.

As the DCPs were seen to be less realistic due to

i structural and operational constraints of the DCP, the RBI

has revised the district credit planning process itself

within the frame work of the Service Area Approach. The

main advantage of this system is the location specific

credit planning where the branch managers of each branch are

directly involved in the branch target planning and

allocation. The aggregation of such plans make it more

relevant and systematic. Moreover, the branch managers are

> • involved both in the planning and implementation of this
I

credit plan which make them more responsive and responsible.

Still the system is bound to be less effective as the major

weakness of the system is not corrected and continues to be

the lack of decentralized development planning. Mere credit

planning alone without a district or block development plan

will go no where in improving the economy of the district in

the desired direction. It is expected that the phased

introduction of the District level decentralised planning

during the 8th plan will go a long way in removing this

major lacuna. It may thus be concluded that though grass

root level credit planning at the branch level is highly

13 •



essential and desirable, it will lack much of its relevance

unless it is integrated within the frame work of a Block ,

Development Plan and a District Development Plan. I
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APPENDIX 1

I I EUJ SCMEIPLJLE

1- Do you attend all the DCC meetings ?

E, What were the criteria followed for allocation of targets
at the DCC ?

a. Between banks?
b. Between sectors for a bank?
c. Between blocks ?

3. What is the procedure followed for allocation of targets
at the DCC ?

^f. Who fixes the targets for the branches ?
j

what is the criteria ?

5. Are the local requirements £: potentials looked into ?

How is it assessed ?

6- Did you feel that the targets are beyond your reach 7

7- How are IRDP targets fixed for the bank ?

Is it equally divided 7

8. What are the items covered under others category 7

9. Has the branches or head office any right to make
modifications in the targets fixed 7

If yes, give details.



10. What is the methodology employed for preparation of

performance budgets ?

What all criteria are generally followed?

11. How is it linked with DCP ?

le. Do the branches report current disbursements or

outstandings at the end of the period ?

13. Do you insist on schemewise 'and sectorwise progress

report ?

14. Do the branches provide data in the prescribed format ?

15. Is this data adequate for monitoring the progress ?

16- What action had been taken when a branch fails to achieve

the targets ?

17, What effort was mde when shortfalls have been noticed in

certain sectors ?

IB, What reason would you attribute for lower achievements in

the SSI and higher achievements in the tertiary sector?

Low achievement for Coconut 7 High achievement for Rubber

Plantations ?

19. How was monitoring done ?

eo. What were the short comings noticed by you in

implementing the DCP ?

a. Conceptual weakness

b. Operational weakness

c. Structural weakness.
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APPENDLX - II

•ILL: _

BANKS

.. PR(lf:Tt,-.;S3 R]-.?QTi'''V.S ON ^1.-12.198.^ - K0TTAYAM_DIST.... , (/unt.in laldis of Rs.)

INDUS. W/C SERVICES TERM LOAl^I

Bank of Baroda
Bank of India
Canara Bank
Central Bank of India
Corporation Bank
Indian Bank
Indian Overseas Bank
Hew Bank,of India
Syndicafae Bank
Union Bank of India
Vijaya Bank
State Bank of India
State Bank of Travancore
Bank of Madura Limited
Bank of Cochin Limited.
Dhanalaltshrai Bank Limited'
Lord Krishna Bank Limited
Catholic Sy. Bank Limit ed-
Federal Bank Limited
Nedungadi Bank Limited^
Parur Central Bank Limited
South Indian Bank Limited
Vysya Bank Limited
Dist. Co-op. Bank Limited
Kerala Financial Corpn.(Kottaym)
K.C.C.L.M. Bank Limited

TOTAL

Target . Ach-vmt, ^age

3,27 "
1.7i

13.10
9.77^
3.30
2.90
2.90
0.99

11.72
2.96
0.99,

5^:65
0.99

10.71
1-59
3.96

•18.50
2b. 52

1 .00
0.89

17.5^
1 .98

13.22

21^.61

2S50. IW-
•5.31 M-
i+ji+O

1.1+0 ' U-8-
1 .00 3U-
1 35 • 136
8.05 69
0.65 22

1 .20 121
1 .60 36
30.tl 50

20.15 2035

0.15 9
0.60 15

2.70 10

0.05 •• 6
1 .^-1 8

1 M 7h

B^f.lO : 39

Target

O.Ji
0.88
3.81
7.53
3.2^-
if-.3 5

^-2.32
3.71+

10.60
3,0V-
3.7^
3M-

.95
n-.o5

11 .80

3.2^
2.32

15.C5
33.63

>+.53
1.15

2.32
12.92

Achvmt. ^age

9-87 1935
5.55 631-

33.61 882-

52.61 699'
9.38 290
3.35 77
1 .15 50
0.32 9

30.17 285
10.53 3^6

0.^5 12

1^.85 293
158.01 360

^i-.75 117
8.19 70
5.56 171
3.01 131

^6.91 312
51.75 15H-
^.566 101

0.58 50
13.29 89

1 .85 80

93 .27 722

56U-.57 28^

•rEj-Achievement figures .of K.F.C. (Kottayam) is for six months ending JUNE .1983 only,

0.63
0.^1
0.91
1.37
1 .56
3.10
0.56
0.96
5.73
2.^1-6
1 .13
0.85

10.1^-
0.1f2
1 .3B
0.62
0.30
3.08
2-33
0.65
0.11
if.83
0.58

0.66
1 .70
0.07
0.20

0.82

8.19
0.25
1 .20
1 .ho.

29.IB
0.70

0.^5
1 .ho
0.30
0.25
h.?.5

0.53
5.73
0,75

hh.^6 58.03

7:
12^

'

1^'',
Vi

1 0
16
/-I,

l'6 '
3 :

<— <- '

10 )

1c i

If")
11 p

1; )

r I



4. 9^ •P

AL ACTIOM PLAl^^ 198^ - PROC-BESS REPORT AS ON ^1st DECEMBER. 1^8^

T T A y AM DISTRICT

APPENDIX - ai

BANKS
AGRI. CROP LOAN

Target Achvmt-, ^age

Bank of Baroda ^-*60' 0.32
Bank of India
Canara Bank ii'lo oo
Central Bank of India f nn
Corporation Bank 3,00 -
Indian Bank ?*9n
Indian Overseas Bank 3-dO 2.M-4-
Ucw Bank of India . " .
Synciicate Bank ^6.68 B»6p
Union Banl: of India 8-00 ^ 12.7^
Viiaya Bank
State Bank of India • ' ^•?9
Stale Bank of Travancore . 3^9-85 ^ 387-do
Bank of Madura Limited > , ^ ,
Bank'of Cochin Limited. -• ^7*90 19*0^
Dhanalalwhmi Bank Limited •" 8.00
Lord Krishna Bank Limited ♦Op
Catholic Sy. Bank Limited 62.30 3»87
Federal Bank Limited 33-17 16.88
Nedungadi Bank Limited
Parur Central Bank Limited 1 *00 0.17
South Indian Bank Limited . W-90 2,77
Vysya Bank Limited - O.O?
District Co-op. Bank Ltd. 723*78 910*^0
Kerala Fin. Corpn. (Kott-ayam) r
KiC.C.L.M.B .Limited
UNALLOCATED

TOTAL

20.00 T

li+80.56 " 1535.62

358
IVO

25
68

19
159

18

ilf

26
6

51

17
6

126

105

(Amt. in lakhs of Rs.)

, AGRI, TERM LOAN

Target Achvmt• ^age

• 1.31
0.57

. 9.70
6.90
1.27
0.lf2
0.lf2
0.57

25.3^
1 .25

12.36
7'+. 99

0.57
8.51
1 .05
3.87

16.77
25.59
.0.57
0.67
8.59
0.57

12.69

61+.80
60.00

1 .22

0.25
8,0lf

16.61+
2.33
0.33
0.78
0.16

16.81
2.21+

31+.00-
91 ,52

2.31
0.61
1 .51
2.62

10.82
0.02
0.1+0
2.9^
0.10

295.20

57.37

82
2^-1
183

79
186.

28
68

179

275
122

27
58
39
16
^2

If
60

3^
18

2326

89

339.35 5^8.22 196

INDUS. TERM-LOAN

Target Achvmt ^agc

•3.5^. 0.70 20

3.50- 0.25 7
, 9.^1- 16.10 171
10.38 6.37 61
3.98 0.1+0 10

8.61 11 .08 129
8.00 —

1 .10 0.20 18

1U-.19 39.6^ 279
6.00 1 •95- 33
5.00 2.75 55

11 .81+ 6.1 u 52
70.81 U-r.8? 59
2.00
8.1+3 2.00 2U-
0.75 0.26 35
1 .86 0.67 36

1 0.56 7.5^ 71
20.39 7.15 35

0.83' 20,50 2^70
0.66

13.63 IU-.32 105
2.60 0.15 6

10.23 8.66 '85-
38.00 17.78 ^7

7f

l!" Achievement figures of K>F.C, (Kottayarn) is for 6 months ending June 1983 only.

266.30 206.39

/Contd..2/
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AS ON 31-12-1984

bank

State, Bank of India
State Bank o f', Travancore
Bank of Baroda
Bank of India
Canara Bank
Central Bank of India
Corporation Bank
Indian Bank
Indian Overseas Bank
New Bank of India » ^
Sjmdicate Bank
Union Bank of India *
Vijaya Bank
Bank of Cochin Ltd,
Bank cf I/iadura Ltd,
Catholic Syrian Bank T^td,'
Dhanalakshmi Bank Ltd, ^
Federal Bank Ltd,
Nedungadi Bank Ltd,
Lord Krishna^Bank Ltd, •
Parur Central Bank ut''.
South Indian.Bank Ltc ,
Vysya Bank L.td,
District Co-.op.Bank Ltd.
Urban- '^-op.Bank Ltd.
K.C.C.L,?/.. Bank Ltd,
kJf.c.

TOTAL: -

<>ri

annual action-PT.am - iQfl.1

gANKW'iSS,, SECIORWISS ACHIiTOiv^SrilT
, (KOTTAYAM DISTRICT)

(.Am
Indus >Term Loan

APPENDIX - III

/gri. Crop Loan ^
Target Achvmt.

36,31 31,25 86
414.45 524.28 127

3,74 0.36 10

24,34 109.54 450
63,15 81,29 129
1,80 .13,78 .765
4,25 . 1,70 40
3.50 6,32 181

- 0,06
48.35 13.10' 27
10.00 14,57 146

42,88
«*

13.42 31

6^.,a8

CD
•

o
o

-*0.O2
38.46 27.79 72

5,00 . 1.54 31
1.25 0..05 4

34.88 4,93 14
- 0,08

834.68 1021.12 122

Agri, Term Loan -
Target Achvmt, ^"^8®

28,46
85,11

2,48

0,65
10,40

'.15..43
2,16

. 1,48
1,48

0,65
20.45
3,44

20,86
0,33

28., 26
.3^-2i
31,88

0,33
4.47

0.77

28,42
1,65

50,00

'24.40
116.54

• 0,97

0,91
10,01

-24,06
35.82

3,67
...• 1,56

•o;'46
17.15
7.35

3,45
0,21
4.-34-
1.0]

13,44

0.39
2.36

0.43

6.20
0,46

148.49

86
137

, 39
140

96
156

1658
248
105

-71
84

214

* 17
64

15

31

42

118
53

56

22

28

297

78,44 120.89 154

14.33
41,.44

5,33

1.20
19.14
15.78

8,98
13,94
12,02

1,65
18,32
3,51
5,01

11,67
3,00

14^7.
1,13

28,64
1.25
1,79
0,49

15,48
2.91

15.02

10,48
85,01
2,06
1,11

13.45
12.20

7,27
2,54
2,82

^,40

35,92
2,38

0.73

0,15

0.25

• 2.62
1.02

13.65
0,17
5,23
1,25

23,53
0,18

25,15

%-ag Indus. '.V /Cap .
%: ZTarget Achvrrit*

73 12,71 9,07 -> I
205 72.50 32,11 I

39 5.02 _ a

93 2.62 1.17 '• 5
70 20.10 8,60 3
77 15.00 3.75 1 5
81 5.06 4,33 1,6
18 8.48 6.15 73
23 4.48 0,90. 20
24 3.52 1.30 37

196 15.99 14,72 92
68 4.48 •

15 4.01 3.20
- 15.44 -

8 1.52
17 25.39
90 1,42. a

48 .36,70 3.15 9
14 1. 52

292 3.08 0.70 : 3
25? 0.52 «

152 20.92 6,07 . ?
6 2.03 0.13 6

- 15,35 •

- '1.87 _

62,20 112,96 182
1643,92 1876,23 114 420,8l 544.57

• indicate figures of June 1984
129 319.10 362,53 114 302,73 95,35 :l

Contd • . .Page . ?.



BANK

State Bank' of India

State Bank of Travancore
Bank of Baroda

Bank of India

Canara Bank

Central Bank of India
Corporation Bank
Indian Bank
Indian Overseas Bank
New Bank of India *

Syndicate Bank
Union Bank o^ India
Vijaya Bank
Bank of Cochin Ltd*
Bank of Madura Ltd.
Catholic Syrian Bank Ltd-
Dhanalakshmi. Bank Lt'', *
Federal Bank Ltd.
Nedungadi Bank Ltd.
Lord Krishna. Bank Ltd.
Farur Central Bank Ltd.
South Indian-Bank Ltd. '
Vyoya Bank Ltd,
District Co-op.Bank Ltd.
Urban Co-op*Bank Ltd.
K.C.C.L.M?B. Ltd.
K.F.C.

TOTAL:-

n- I.V5;-

.ANNUAL. ACTION PBAN - 1Qfi4.

BANKV/TSS, 'SECTCR-/ISE ACHISVEKENT

(KOTTAYAH DISTRICT)

APPENDIX - III

Services Term Loan ^
Target Achievement . .

(Amount in la<

Services \7orking Capital ^
Target Achievement %-age

459
100

125
50

11

25
3

14

34
46
11

10

16

11

75

145

30

63

Rug-

7,27' 15.60 215 • 1.57 7.20
71.80 ••:2io.6o 293 14.85 14.34

1.19 10.22 859 . i.22
4.18 5.38 129 0.47

10.12 56.15 555 ' 3.14 3.94
11.12 75.97 683 3.56 1.77
4.85 6.89 142 . 1.78 0.19

. 3.84 9.86 257 1.54 0.38
3.11 3 .71 .119 0,64 0.02
3.03 0.99 33 1.10 0.15

14.24 40.87 ^ 287 . 11.51 3.90
.5.03 10.53 209 2.81 1.30
8.26 0.70 9 1.29 0.14

15.ai . 5.86 37 9.57- 0.98
5.44 0.40 7 0.48

22.20 34.-52 142. . 5.54
.5.37 3.95 74 • 0.71
45.15 78.55 174 8.68 1.40

6.09 0.94 15 0.74
4; 09 8.20 200 5.47 0.60
2.05 •; 0.26 13 . 1.13 0.85

22.09 73.10 331 : 14.57 21.12
4.12 3; 88 , 95 0.66 0,20
4.07 8.04 198
6.72

-
- • • -

- 11.79 r -
-

191.24 673.96 231 93.03

* indicate.figures of June 1984



ANNUAL ACflON PLAN - 1986

BANKHrSE, SECTORHISE ACHIEVEHENTtKOTTAYAH DISTRICT)

Appendix - V.

(Aiount in LaVhs of Ruoessi

^NDUSTRY ' •""sm^cE '
P '̂-K C.Loan C.Loan T.Loan T.Loan K/C H/C T/L T/L H/C u/r t/i' "t I ITr_____ raroef. flchv.t Tarc.t flchv.t Targ.t flchv.t Target _Achv,t Target fichv.t Target flcJit .

BOI I 10 0 19 r« '^''0 21.80" 3f.2e m

; iriii !
: -z "•« }z - •" "s "« zz is
s ::: r -i =1 i ;•« =i - - .s:;:

- » '*' i '•» - s::: k si«30 — 0i70 — 5.10 1 79 9 10 I Tt3

"'v "1: ''il V' "•'! '%" "-50 «:«3,20 0.43 1,10 1.34 5,20 3 70 lA 9(1 9 75 -s
24.80 16.56 7.20 11.87 42.60 154.24 170,20 398*39

1^2 ^-23 1.70 8.26 2.30 1.2? d.20 22.33 6,40 ui I'jo r=J-20 -- 1.50 0.45 1.90 0.05 " 4,10 2.13 9.10 -2.95 -i
crp i, 0.08 3.70 0.50 132..0 5[.96. jO./O 21.78 15.00 7.24 17,20 37.73 7.40 8.43 39.70. 36 33 ISl 00 163 67 i\;

[•vcv.: "' I735.'o8. 152
'"" I*0'' O-fiO 0.70 0.78 5.60 3.85 12.30 6.3« "217? Trt -ijq rt? _. j.-j .tJ^2..50 247.03. 73^^2 122.30 249.03 2'«

85,20 89.05 •. 95.20 162.67 I'l
I

I72P.OO 3357.97 5OO.OO 784.94 275.00 170.77 403.00 371,68 110.00 235.08 Ml.00 1075.55 3667.00 6021.21 Hi
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K\

-I''"

TrTf LKJ- LIW. ILh.'. LU^. iblL Mlk- 5!.IU»^ . L JJIL.L Ik

TAfi-SET ACffn. TftR^T flDflT. TffiSET ftCff.I. TffiGET ACmT. TA.^T fiDfT. TARGET ftCrtil. TARKT m.

SFT 650 1011 IJ^ 162.90 85.10 79.72 70.20 15I.ce B0.5C 99.92 302.50 317.52 1318.3 1B23.M

SBl 12:.25K.24 «.0C 29.73 SO.W 6.67 20.00 15.89 2(t.K! 24.82 27.00 3i.B5 263.25 172.19

BAf^ CF INDIA 1.10 0.13 6.00 1.09 2.5 .25 Z.OO 174 1.2 ^ 6.0';i 9.02 19.90 12.23

BA'i. (F E1A.R0DA5.4 3.B3 6.(fO 5.75 7.5 .75 10.60 4.B7 l.Oi' .W 6.00 13.02 36.50 28.26

K.OC 137.80 25.00 20.21 19.30 4.00 21.50 17.43 5.00 - 6.36 25.00 35.83 145.80 221.68

CaJfiA: &j.CK> 46.^ 23.00 13.69 20.90 .1.51 1S.2-: 7.9£ 3.90 3.50 3(».0Ci 28.49 176.00 102:03

tSF5tK:ATI0fi BAfiM.OO C.21 5.00 1.54 4.00 3.00 3.60 .53 3.03 1.33 5.00 3.33 24.90 9.99

INDIAfiSAIi. 3.CC 0.43 5.00 2.22 5.10 0.30 6.6'j 5.35- 1.3'j 1.3i lO.OO 9.49 31.00 19.18

IM-Ifr.'QB. &.0? 12.5 4.frj 5.62 fi.OO -- 4.6 4.26 2.00 — S.OO 12.31 32.60 34.59

(£R: '̂is IF IKZ'IA 0.05 1,00 0.2S 1.2C 0.50. i.5-0 1.09^ l.OC C.7 3.00 1.16 7.70 3.16

SflCICATt 44.S4 38.0(! 21.84 21.2C: 0.34 17.90 16.54 6.0C' 5.2? 2S.O; 57.3fi 15i.10 146.19

16.00 31.95 6.0;' 5.^ 3.30 — 2.5-3-3.87^ 2.0? — lO.OC' 9.67 39.80 51.17

VIJAlAm. 2.00 7.03 10.00 8.04 3,70 O.K 4.70 1.70 1.50 O.S 10.00 8.79 31.90 26.61

— — — -.Vj C.15 l.iO ~ O.s-j 0.16 0.5';i 0.75 3.50 l.Oi

C.S.E S-^.CC 19:.S5 15.00 8.84 20.50 3.69 22.3-0 4.2^ 10.00 12.15 40.00 4-5.26 157.80 269.01

2.K- ZX<> 0.15 2.2'0 3.2 0.01 2.00 l.OS 8.00 21.IB 20.40 22.42

FElSI-^ BAfd, frO.OO 132.94 45.00 65.30 15.00 10.54 20.&D 25.^£ 10.00 6.02 S.OO 13S.47 215.00 379.35

LCfl-8.0? lt.:4 2.frj 1.3: 1.70 0.37 2.3C- C.7B 7.00 16.59 E.OCs 1.62 29.00 36.01

BAS;C.2! — 1.50 0.42 IM - I.3C 0.25 1.00 — 2.30 2.72 10.35 3.39

F^f:^ CtfJRA-— — O.S;i 0.11 0.70 ~ 0.90 0.05 l.OO l.OO 0.15 4.40 0.35

SOJTf: IfC/IAN 45.o; 45.:" 2:.0: 24.32 15.00 3.9£ 1/.^ 10.03 12.0C 4.65 40.00 80.74 154.20 171.89

l.OC! c.15 2.00 0.39 1.10 0.0; I.&; 0.72 l.OC 2.16 4.0C^ l.S^ 10.90 5.3S

^ I30:. 1(^)7.56 iO.OO 52.3i 24.30 34.7c 33.10 24.13 I5.00 12.56 2i.00 3.52 1453.9 1135.35
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AESjrKAd

The study. "An Appraisa] of the formulation and
lrr.p]ei.,entation of the D.istrict Credit plan in Kottayair,
District" has been carried out to examine the extent to
which the lead banks have followed the methodology suggested
for formulation of the District Credit Plan (DCP)and the
Annual Action PlanCAAP). It also aims at examining the
extent of co-ordination between the' banks and the
development departments. comparative performance of
Commercial banks and the Co-operative banks, and assessing

the extend of inter bank, inter sectorial and inter block
variations in the achievement of targets fixed under the DCP

and AAPs in the Third round and until the formation of the
Fourth round of the District Credit Plan.

The study covered all the Commercial Banks and Co

operative banks in the Kottayam District in Kerala during

the period 1983 to 1987 ie., the 3rd round of the DCP and
the AAPs prepared thereafter. A sample study of. the

District coordinators of the various banks were also

employed for the purpose of assessing the extent of co
ordination between banks and development departments and the

roethodology actually followed for the preparation and

irnplerfientation of. the DCE'.

The study revealed that the RBI guidelines lor

forrnulation and iroplementation of DCP and AAPs could be

followed on'ly to a limited extent -in the Kottayarfi District



due to certain built-in constraints like the absence of a

District Development Flan, the lack of an effective Co

ordination rnechanisrii between banks and the development

departments and the lack of synchronisatibn between prepara

tion of the Annual Plans by the Government and the AAP by

the lead bank and the performance budgets of the comrrjercial

banks. Yet another problem was the added work load imposed

on the development departments and the banks due to the

implementation of the DCP. It was seen that no adequate

number of staff to prepare and carry out the plan was made

available to the development departments and the commercial

banks.

It was seen that no scientific criteria like the past

performance of the banks or the credit potential of the area

were effectively employed while fixing the targets for each

bank as well as for the different sectors. The co-efficient

of correlation between the previous years achievements and

the succeeding year's targets showed no significant

relationship, which invalidates the claim of the banks that

targets have been fixed according to previous years

achievements.

,It was noticed that in all the years the performance

under the Secondary sector was much below t?ie targets. This

indicated that taj-gets were not =.cientifically. It was

pointed out by t.lje lead bank that the SSI targets were fjxed



based on the District Industries Centre (DIG) Action Plan

which in turn were based on the units that sought

provisional registration with it. So there was no viability

oi in-depth study undertaken of the potential for these

schemes.

High co-efficient of variation implying high degree of

disparities were observed between the achievements of banks,
sectors and blocks. Eventhough block-wise variations have

registered a decline indicating a decline in disparities, no

such trend was noticed in the sector-wise or bank -wise

achievements.

It was seen that the banks were more concerned with

attaining the overall targets rather than achieving the

individual sector targets. This was partly due to the

inadequacy of the monitoring system which did not give
proper attention to sectorial and block-wise targets. Thus

the basic requirement that banks should deploy 40 per cent
of the total advances to the priority sectors alone was

considered seriously by the banks as well as by the RBI.

This had lead to the banks reallocating their targets under
the different sectors so as to suit their convenience. This
hardly goes to justify the concept of District Credit
planning exercise but is rather a negation of it.
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